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BACKGROUND 

Report Purpose 

Everglades National Park (ENP) was established in 1947 with a mission unique within the National Park 
Service (NPS). In contrast to parks in the western United States featuring dramatic landscapes, this park 
was to protect the abundant and diverse biological resources of a vast wetland ecosystem.  Achieving this 
mission has proven challenging in light of human modifications to the south Florida hydrology and 
landscape. Current local and regional restoration efforts now serve as important corrective measures to 
help move the park closer to the 
Desired State of Conservation. 

Reporting requirements of the 
World Heritage Committee have 
recently changed from an annual 
reporting cycle to a biennial cycle.  
This 2015 report is the first biennial 
report to be submitted by NPS. As 
with previous NPS reports, this 
report provides information on the 
status of ENP indicators of site 
integrity and on the progress of 
Everglades Restoration projects and 
other corrective measures. The 
information presented is intended to 
assist decision-making regarding the 
status of ENP as a World Heritage 
site and to gauge the overall 
response of the ENP ecosystem to 
factors such as changes to water 
management, climatic change, 
invasive exotic species, and 
implementation of Everglades 

Goals of Everglades National Park Biennial Report to 
the World Heritage Committee 

 Describe the Desired State of Conservation of the park as 
developed by the World Heritage Committee and the NPS 
and establish the status and trends of important indicators 
of ecosystem integrity. 

 Describe the current status of the corrective measures that 
ENP is undertaking to bring park habitats toward the 
Desired State of Conservation. The majority of these 
corrective measures, especially those affecting the water 
management system, are under the direct control of the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and the State of 
Florida. ENP’s role is in the review of these projects such 
that they support to the maximum extent possible the park 
vision of the Desired State of Conservation. 

 Synthesize the information on the status of integrity 
indicators as well as the status of corrective measures, 
providing an assessment of progress as well as further 
actions required to move ENP toward the Desired State of 
Conservation. 

Restoration projects. 

Everglades National Park and its Conservation Designations  

ENP contains the largest subtropical wilderness reserve (6,000 km2, see map of park and region inside 
front cover) on the North American continent.  Located at the southern tip of the Florida peninsula, the 
park supports a high level of biological diversity due to its interface of temperate and subtropical climates 
and aquatic environments ranging from fresh to brackish to marine water.    

Although the areal extent of the historic Greater Everglades ecosystem has been reduced by about 
50% due to agricultural and urban development and related hydrologic changes over the last 100 years, 
the park protects vital remnants of all of the original, pre-drainage Everglades habitats including forested 
uplands, a diverse mosaic of freshwater wetlands, and coastal wetlands and mangrove forests that 
transition into the open water marine ecosystems of the Gulf of Mexico and Florida Bay.  It is in large 
part due to the value of this collection of component habitats that the park has received conservation 
designations at the state, federal, and international levels.  
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Threats to Everglades National Park 

ENP is located at the southernmost end of the 
highly modified Everglades wetland ecosystem. 
The flow of water in this once natural 
ecosystem is now controlled and managed by 
the canals, levees, and pumps of the Central and 
Southern Florida (C&SF) water control project, 
resulting in unnatural discharges to fragile 
estuaries and limited flow southward through 
the system (Fig. 1). Managed reservoirs, or 
Water Conservation Areas (WCAs), located 
upstream of the park, confine freshwater for 
flood control purposes and urban and 
agricultural water supply needs.  These changes 
outside the park have had tremendous 
implications within ENP: the northeastern 
sector of the park (called Northeast Shark River 
Slough, or NESRS) is unnaturally dry; western 
Shark Slough (WSS) is too wet; and the 
estuaries of Florida Bay are starved for 
freshwater and suffer from high salinity levels.   

Conservation Designations Awarded to 
Everglades National Park 

State 

 Outstanding Florida Water, 1978 

 Outstanding National Resource Water, 1989 

Federal 

 Everglades National Park, 1947 

 Marjory Stoneman Douglas Wilderness, 1978 

International 

 International Biosphere Reserve, 1976 

 World Heritage Site, 1979 

 Ramsar Wetland of International Importance, 
1987 

 Cartagena Convention Designation, 2012 

The altered wetland function has profoundly affected both habitats and the wildlife that depend on 
them. In recognition, at the request of the U.S. Government, ENP was inscribed on the list of World 
Heritage Sites in Danger in 1993. Four major threats, which had been repeatedly identified as sources of 
impact to ENP since its inception, were highlighted at the time of the time of the listing. 

Primary Threats to Everglades National Park 

Threat 1. Alterations of the hydrologic regime have resulted in changes in the volume, distribution, 
and timing of water flows to the park. 

Threat 2. Adjacent urban and agricultural growth has resulted in flood protection improvements 
that alter the park’s wetlands and in the invasion of exotic species from urban and agricultural 
environments. 

Threat 3. Increased nutrient pollution has resulted from runoff from upstream agricultural areas, 
causing alterations in native flora and fauna in the park’s freshwater ecosystems. 

Threat 4. Impacts to the protection and management of Florida Bay have resulted from reduced 
freshwater inflows and increased nutrient loadings. 

2 
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Figure 1. Comparison of the historic south Florida landscape (left) with the highly compartmentalized 
landscape of today (right). The current landscape illustrates the extent to which characteristics of the historic 
landscape have been lost to agriculture and urban development. The barriers to sheetflow created by the 
construction of the levees and canals of the Central and Southern Florida Project resulted in the loss of natural marsh 
connectivity. (Map adapted from McVoy et al. 2011.) 

Everglades National Park: A World Heritage Site in Danger 

ENP has been on the list of World Heritage Sites in Danger since 1993, with the exception of a brief 
period in 2007–2010. Specific recommendations were made by the World Heritage Committee, at the 
time of the 2010 relisting, to enhance existing corrective measures. In 2012, for the purpose of securing 
the long-term restoration and preservation of the Everglades ecosystem, ENP developed a narrative 
statement of the Desired State of Conservation and selected a suite of “integrity indicators.” The integrity 
indicators represent the most important aspects of the ecosystem that are expected to benefit from the 
implementation of the corrective measures and allow us to measure progress toward the Desired State of 
Conservation. These integrity indicators and their status were presented in the 2012 State of Conservation 
Report to the World Heritage Committee.  
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In the 2013 State of Conservation report, we developed a “stoplight” evaluation system that provides 
information on the current status and the trend of each indicator and can be used to evaluate progress 
toward removal of ENP from the list of World Heritage Sites in Danger (Mitchell and Johnson 2013a). 
The technical basis for the indicators was published in a companion technical report (Mitchell and 
Johnson 2013b). In the present 2015 State of Conservation report, the current status of each indicator is 
reported and compared to that of 2013. 

World Heritage Committee 

2010 Recommendations 

 The Committee encouraged the United States to complete a congressionally directed feasibility 
study of additional bridging and road-raising along the eastern Tamiami Trail to allow 
unconstrained water flows beneath the highway, and to secure long-term ecosystem function. The 
World Heritage Committee considered the implementation of this project as critical to ensuring 
the restoration and preservation of the Outstanding Universal Value of the property. 

 The Committee’s 2010 recommendations urged the United States to plan for additional upstream 
corrective measures beyond those established in 2006, and to reinstate the planned Florida 
Bay/Florida Keys Feasibility Study. 

 The Committee requested that future United States reports include not only progress on the 
corrective measures (i.e., the restoration projects themselves) but also progress toward the Desired 
State of Conservation (i.e., hydrologic and ecological measures of the health of ENP).. 

DEFINING THE DESIRED STATE OF CONSERVATION 

The Desired State of Conservation (for eventual removal from the list of World Heritage In Danger) 
represents the goal of restoration and preservation efforts and is based on the characteristics of the 
physical factors, primary landscapes, and fish and wildlife in the Everglades ecosystem and the 
Outstanding Universal Values that led to the inscription of the park on the World Heritage list (Fig. 2). A 
detailed description of each important component was provided in the 2013 State of Conservation report.  
Here, the summary statement of the Desired State of Conservation for each component is reiterated.  

4 
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Figure 2. Everglades National Park was declared a World Heritage Site in 1979 by the UNESCO World 
Heritage Committee. The park was recognized as an area of Outstanding Universal Value due to the unique 
geological processes of the limestone substrate, the juxtaposition of temperate and subtropical species and habitats, 
the complexity and integrity of biological processes in the park, the large number of bird and reptile species, and the 
threatened and endangered species that reside within the ecosystem.  

The Physical Environment 

Hydrology 

The Desired State of Conservation for hydrology in ENP is broadly defined as a system in which more-
natural water depths, distributions, and sheetflow patterns have been reestablished in the park. The 
majority of the water should flow through the historic flow-way of NESRS, the slough should dry out 
only very infrequently, and operation of the water management system should allow for natural seasonal 
patterns of the rise and fall of water levels, in concert with rainfall. 
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Water Quality 

The Desired State of Conservation for Water Quality in ENP is to have very low nutrient levels in the 
water entering the park (less than 10 ppb or less than 10 µg L-1), and to maintain the current status of large 
areas of the park interior that routinely are around the phosphorus detection limit of 2 ppb. 

The Freshwater Environment: Ridge, Slough, and Marl Prairies 

Ridge, Slough, and Tree Island Landscapes with Associated Fish and Wildlife 

The Desired State of Conservation for the ridge, slough, and tree islands landscape is broadly defined as a 
system that approaches as much as possible the pre-drainage landscape patterns, vegetation, and fish and 
wildlife communities. A restored ridge and slough system will have re-established microtopography, with 
water depths and multi-year hydroperiods that can support aquatic vegetation such as white water lily 
(Nymphaea ordorata). These habitats will produce high biomass and high densities of native fish and 
macroinvertebrates as water recedes gradually during the dry season, providing a prey base for large 
numbers of American alligators (Alligator mississippiensis) and a diverse and abundant wading bird 
community.  

Marl Prairie, Hardwood Hammock, and Pineland Landscapes with Associated Fish and Wildlife 

The Desired State of Conservation for the park’s marl prairie, hardwood hammock, and pineland 
landscapes is broadly defined as a system in which pre-drainage water patterns are restored as much as 
possible, leading to longer hydroperiods, annual deposition of marl soil, and the re-establishment of a 
healthy mosaic of native wet prairie grass species interspersed with diverse hardwood hammocks. Severe 
and multi-year drying down of this habitat will be less frequent than at present. Alligator nesting will be 
frequent along the transition between the marl prairies and the slough, and wading birds will have more 
abundant prey and adequate water levels to promote seasonal foraging in these areas. The western marl 
prairies will become less flooded, and the population of Cape Sable seaside sparrows (Ammodramus 
mirabilis) will increase. The pinelands will retain their current diverse suite of rare and endemic plant 
species and will serve as habitat for wildlife such as the Florida panther (Puma concolor coryi), Florida 
wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo osceloa), and cavity-nesting birds. 

The Coastal and Estuarine Environment: Florida Bay 

Coastal Marshes, Prairies, Mangroves, and Florida Bay Landscapes with Associated Fish and 
Wildlife 

The Desired State of Conservation for the coastal wetlands, mangroves, and Florida Bay is defined as a 
system in which 1) more natural freshwater flows have been restored and in which the input of nutrients 
and contaminants has been reduced; 2) algal blooms occur less frequently than at present, and clear, clean 
water in the bay supports healthy seagrass beds, including an increased presence of widgeon grass 
(Ruppia) and shoal grass (Halodule); 3) hardbottom communities such as sponges and corals are restored; 
4) reduced salinities in the bay provide the conditions for a productive estuarine nursery, supporting 
region-wide populations of pink shrimp (Farfantepenaeus duorarum) and sport fish as well as improved 
conditions for the American crocodile (Crocodylus acutus); and 5) salinity conditions, combined with 
more natural water recession rates, in the mangrove transition zone support wading bird nesting colonies 
in the area. 

6 
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Invasive Exotic Species in Everglades National Park Habitats 

A general statement of the Desired State of Conservation is that park habitats will reflect as much as 
possible the natural species composition of the biological communities they represent, and the impact of 
exotic species on native biota will be nearly imperceptible. The extent and number of exotic invasions 
into ENP habitats is great; therefore, we do not expect to ever eliminate entirely all exotic species from 
the park. In this sense, the Desired State of Conservation is similar to that for hydrologic restoration of 
park habitats: we accept that we will not achieve full return to an historical Everglades biota. The extent 
to which we can approach the Desired State of Conservation depends on many factors, one of which is the 
taxa of the exotic species. At this time, four taxonomic groups are the focus of work in ENP: plants, 
freshwater fish, herpetofauna (reptiles and amphibians), and marine fish. Advances toward the Desired 
State of Conservation are also dependent on the science to develop appropriate detection and control 
techniques and on the resources (staff and funding) available to successfully apply early detection/rapid 
response and control methods. Education and outreach, and examination of potential legislative and 
policy changes that reduce the risk of introduction of invasive exotic species, are also key to achieving the 
Desired State of Conservation. 

INTEGRITY INDICATORS: DESCRIPTION AND STATUS AS OF 2015  

Everglades restoration is based on the premise that restoring more natural hydrologic conditions 
throughout the system will serve to improve ecological conditions, beginning with primary productivity 
and moving up through the trophic system to plants, fish, wading birds, and crocodilians. Our set of 
ecological indicators reflects this model and so begins with an assessment of hydrologic and chemical 
parameters. The altered hydrology also makes worse the problems associated with invasive exotic 
species, which continue to be important determinants of overall ecosystem health.  

The 2015 Integrity Indicators that we expect to be improved by implementation of the corrective 
measures are listed in Table 1. Two new indicators, Fire Regime and Roseate Spoonbills, have been 
added to those included in the 2013 State of Conservation report. As in the previous report, a summary 
“stoplight” table is provided for each indicator. For each indicator criterion assessed, the Desired State of 
Conservation is stated and both the stoplight status of the criterion in the 2013 report and its current 
status, reflecting additional information obtained in 2013 and 2014, are presented. A rationale for the 
current status follows in the last column of the table. An explanation of the stoplight indicator colors and 
arrows is given in Table 2. 
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Table 1. Integrity indicators for freshwater and estuarine ecosystems of Everglades National Park. 

Physical Environment Indicators 

Water volume and distribution 

Water pattern and water levels (timing and spatial distribution of surface water depths--hydro-pattern) 

Water quality (total phosphorus and periphyton) 

Freshwater Environment: Ridge, Slough, and Marl Prairies Indicators 

Freshwater fish and aquatic invertebrates 

American alligator 

Everglades wading birds 

Fire Regime 

Coastal and Estuarine Environment: Florida Bay Indicators 

Salinity patterns in Florida Bay 

Algal blooms in Florida Bay 

Seagrasses in Florida Bay 

Estuarine fish (sport fish) and invertebrates 

American crocodile 

Roseate spoonbill 

Exotic Invasive Species in Everglades National Park Habitats Indicators 

Invasive exotic plants 

Invasive exotic fish and wildlife (freshwater and marine) 

8 
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Table 2. Stoplight indicator key. 

Status Trend Confidence 

Significant 
Concern Condition Is Improving High 

Caution Condition is 
Unchanging 

Medium 

Good Condition 
Condition is 
Deterioration Low 

The Physical Environment 

Water Volume and Distribution and Water Pattern and Water Levels   

Three metrics provide a way to track progress toward the Desired State of Conservation for 
hydrology. The percentage of water that flows across the Tamiami Trail on the eastern and 
western sections of ENP is monitored and compared. On an annual basis, the majority (about 
55%) of this water should flow across the eastern section of the trail, in the main historical flow-
way of NESRS. For water volume, a target range is established, in thousands of acre-feet, for the 
water coming across Tamiami Trail. Third, water depths in NESRS need to increase and need to 
vary naturally with rainfall. Water depths are reported as water “stage,” or the level of water in 
NESRS as compared to sea level. Corrective measures that improve sheetflow, water depth, and 
hydroperiod, and reduce seepage losses out of the park, will move toward the Desired State of 
Conservation for these hydrologic indicators.  
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WWater Volumee and Distribbution 

Criterria 
Desired State 

off Conservationn 

Condi tion & Trend 
Assesssed for the 

20113 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed foor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Magnitudee 
and 
direction oof 
sheetflow 

On an average annuaal 
basis, 55% of flows 
shouldd come throughh 
NESRSS and 45% throough 
WSS. 

A largge disparity 
conti nues to exist in the 
distribution of flowss 
betwween WSS and 
NESRRS. Over the lonng 
term,, 77% of the tootal 
Sharkk River Slough fflow 
distribution was 
deliveered to WSS annd 
23%  to NESRS. In 2 011, 
78%, or almost douuble 
the WWSS target volu ume, 
was ddelivered to WSSS 
and oonly 22% was 
deliveered to NESRS. 

Average 
annual 
water 
volume intto 
NESRS 

On aveerage, a total 
annuaal volume of waater 
shouldd be delivered t o 
NESRSS of 550 thousaand 
acre-feeet (acre-ft) witth a 
range of 200 to 900 
thousaand acre-ft during 
years oof below- and 
above -average rainfall, 
respecctively. 

Over the period fromm 
19800 to 2013 (34 yeears), 
the taarget was met only 
one ttime, in 1986 d uring 
a dryy year. During 
averaage and wet yeaars, 
flow to NESRS was 
generally less than hhalf 
the taarget. 
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WWater Patternn and Water Levels 

Criteeria 
Desired Statee 

of Conservatioon 

Conddition & Trend 
Asseessed for the 

20013 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed ffor the 

2015 Re port 
Rationale 

Water 
pattern annd 
water leveels 
(timing and 
spatial 
distributio n 
of surface-
water deppth 
hydropatteern) 

The target is to achieve 
annuual average watter 
level s (stage) in NESSRS of 
apprroximately 8.0 ffeet 
(ft) NNational Geodettic 
Vertical Datum of 1 929 
(NGVVD) during yearrs of 
averaage annual rainnfall. 
During years of beloow-
and above-average 
annuual rainfall, the 
averaage water level in 
NESRRS should be 7. 5 and 
8.8 fft. respectively. 

NESRRS water levels are 
cons istently significaantly 
loweer than targets. 
Whil e in no year ha s the 
averaage water level in 
NESRRS even reachedd the 
loweer range of the 
targeet (7.5 ft NGVDD), the 
trendd  over time is 
neithher increasing oor 
decreeasing enough to be 
signi ficant. 

Water Quuality (Total  Phosphorus and Periphyyton) 

In the pre-drainage Eveerglades, concentrations off total phosphhorus (TP) in surface waterr were generaally 
less than 110 µg L-1. TPP concentrations are measu red at inflow points and innternal marsh sampling sitees in 
both Sharrk River Slouggh and Taylorr Slough, andd the concentrrations are useed to track prrogress in reduucing 
nutrient leevels enteringg the park. Thhe goal is to be in compliannce with all S tate of Floridda and federall 
water quaality standardss for TP (incluuding the long-term limit iin the Water QQuality Settleement betweeen the 
United States and the SState of Floridda), and to redduce the spatiial distributioon of nutrient--impacted areeas. 

Peripphyton is an aalgal and diatoom communitty in ENP thaat contributes to a large portion of net 
primary pproductivity. PPeriphyton re sponds quickkly to changess in environmmental conditioons at both smmall 
and large spatial scaless, and thus cann be an early ecological inndicator of immpacts from mmanagement 
activities. In the Everglades ecosysttem, even smaall increases iin surface watater phosphoruus concentratiions 
can decreaase periphytoon biomass annd shift the peeriphyton commmunity struccture, ultimateely impactingg 
higher troophic levels. FFor water yearrs (October –– September) 22013 and 20114, only two oof three metriics 
associatedd with periphyyton are assesssed: periphytton biomass aand tissue phoosphorus content (Gaiser 22009). 
Changes iin periphyton are reported separately fo r the two maiin sloughs in the park, Shaark River Slouugh 
and Tayloor Slough, beccause these twwo areas are aaffected by diifferent correcctive measurees. Correctivee 
measures that improve hydrologic cconditions andd nutrient leveels in the parkk should prodduce positive 
change inn ENP periphyyton communnities in both SShark River SSlough and Taaylor Slough.. 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

Water Quaality: Total PPhosphorus aand Periphytoon 

Conddition & Trend Condition && Trend 
Desired Stat e

Criteeria Asseessed for the Assessed ffor the Rationale 
of Conservatioon 

20013 Report 2015 Re port 

TOTAL PHHOSPHORUS 

Shark Riveer 
Slough 
inflow 
phosphoruus 
concentrattion 

Shark Riveer 
Slough 
interior 
marsh 
phosphoruus 
concentrattion 

Taylor Slouugh 
and Coasttal 
Basins infl ow 
phosphoruus 
concentrattion 

Taylor Slouugh 
and Coasttal 
Basins 
interior 
marsh 
phosphoruus 
concentrattion 

PERIPHYTTON 

Shark Riveer 
Slough 
periphytonn 
tissue 
phosphoruus 
content 

Infloow phosphorus 
conccentrations to SShark 
Rive r Slough beloww the 
targeet. 

Interrior marsh 
phossphorus 
conccentrations in Shark 
Rive r Slough beloww the 
targeet. 

Infloow phosphorus 
conccentrations to TTaylor 
Slough and Coastall 
Basinns below the taarget. 

Interrior marsh 
phossphorus 
conccentrations in Taylor 
Slough and Coastall 
Basinns below the taarget. 

25%% or less of Sharrk 
Rive r Slough stationns are 
codeed yellow or redd. 

Infloww phosphorus 
conccentration was 
beloww the long-termm 
limit and the target 
durinng WY2013, buut 
abovve the limit in 
WY22014. 

Interrior marsh 
phossphorus 
conccentration is bel ow 
the ttarget and a 
downward trend is 
appaarent. 

Infloww phosphorus 
conccentration declinned 
beloww the long-termm 
limit and phosphoruus 
targeet this year. 

Interrior marsh 
phossphorus 
conccentration is bel ow 
the ttarget and 
conccentrations havee 
decli ned since Octo ber 
19922. 

Moree than 25% of 
monitored stations in 
Shark River Slough wwere 
codeed yellow or redd for 
peripphyton tissue 
phossphorus contentt, 
exceeding the desireed 
statee. 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Water Quaality: Total PPhosphorus aand Periphytoon 

Criteeria 
Desired Stat e 

of Conservatioon 

Conddition & Trend Condition && Trend 
Asseessed for the Assessed ffor the 

20013 Report 2015 Re port 
Rationale 

Shark Riveer 
Slough 
periphytonn 
biomass  

25%% or less of Sharrk 
Rive r Slough stationns are 
codeed yellow or redd. 

Moree than 25% of 
monitored stations in 
Shark River Slough wwere 
codeed yellow or redd for 
peripphyton biomasss, 
exceeding the desireed 
statee. 

Shark Riveer 
Slough 
periphytonn 
compositioon 

25%% or less of Sharrk 
Rive r Slough stationns are 
codeed yellow or redd. 

Not Moniitored 

The ccondition was nnot 
assesssed this year, bbut in 
20122 more than 255% of 
monitored stations in 
Shark River Slough wwere 
codeed yellow or redd for 
peripphyton compos ition 
and tthis pattern is 
expeected to continuue for 
the nnext few years, 
exceeding the desireed 
statee. 

Taylor Slouugh 
periphytonn 
tissue 
phosphoruus 

25%% or less of Tayl or 
Slough stations are coded 
yelloow or red. 

Moree than 25% of 
monitored stations in 
Tayloor Slough were 
codeed yellow or redd for 
peripphyton tissue 
phossphorus contentt, 
and reductions in 
hydr operiods, wate r 

content 
deptth, or increased 
nutriient loading maay 
lead to declines in t he 
indiccator. 

Taylor Slouugh 
periphytonn 
biomass  

25%% or less of Tayl or 
Slough stations are coded 
yelloow or red. 

Moree than 25% of 
monitored stations in 
Tayloor Slough were 
codeed yellow or redd for 
peripphyton biomasss. 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

Water Quaality: Total PPhosphorus aand Periphytoon 

Criteeria 
Desired Stat e 

of Conservatioon 

Conddition & Trend 
Asseessed for the 

20013 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed ffor the 

2015 Re port 
Rationale 

Taylor Slouugh 
periphytonn 
compositioon 

25%% or less of Tayl or 
Slough stations are coded 
yelloow or red. 

Not Moniitored 

The ccondition was nnot 
assesssed this year, bbut in 
20122 more than 255% of 
monitored stations in 
Tayloor Slough were 
codeed yellow or redd for 
peripphyton compos ition 
and tthis condition iss 
expeected to continuue 
over the next few y ears, 
exceeding desired s tate. 

The Fresshwater Envvironment: RRidge, Slough, and Maarl Prairies 

Freshwatter Fish and AAquatic Inveertebrates 

Fish and aaquatic inverttebrate assemmblages play aan important rrole in Evergllades food weebs and can bee 
used as ann indicator of ecosystem heealth. Factorss that influencce the fish andd aquatic inveertebrate 
populationns cascade upp the food webb and influennce species suuch as alligatoors and wadinng birds. The 
Desired SState of Conseervation is to mmaximize dennsities of smaall-sized freshhwater fishes and aquatic 
invertebraates in a mannner consistentt with contemmporary knowwledge of the ppre-drainage EEverglades 
ecosystemm. The near-teerm goal is a mmeasurable p ositive trend in fish abunddance that cann be verified bby 
monitorinng field condittions and usinng models devveloped to prredict populattion densities of freshwaterr fish 
and inverttebrates relatiive to target hhydrologic connditions (Trexxler et al. 20003, Trexler annd Goss 20099, 
Brandt et al. 2012). Ass with the periiphyton indic ator, freshwatater fish metri cs are reporteed for Shark 
Slough annd Taylor Slouugh separatelly. The overalll metric for ffreshwater fissh and large a quatic 
invertebraates in each sllough is basedd upon an aveerage of indeppendent assesssments perfoormed on eachh 
individuall site. Conditiion assessmennts at individuual sites in Shhark River Sloough were spplit between twwo 
opposing results. Fish aabundance feell within expeected model ttargets at halff of the sites aand fewer fishh 
were obseerved than exppected at the other half of the sites. Oveerall, the conddition is consiidered a mod erate 
concern wwith medium ccertainty in S hark River Sllough becausee of the split between sitess meeting andd sites 
failing to meet target. AAlthough thiss is an improvvement from tthe 2013 conddition assessmment, this resuult 
was consiistent for the ppast 2 years, wwhich suggessts a stable treend in Shark RRiver Slough. In contrast, fewer 
fish were present than expected andd drought tolerrant species wwere more abuundant than eexpected in T aylor 
Slough. OOverall, this wwarranted signnificant conceern and a decllining trend frrom previous years in Tayllor 
Slough. TThese results aare summariz ed from thosee presented inn Brandt et al. (2014). Corrrective measuures 
associatedd with increassing the durattion of low nuutrient surfacee water floodiing (in both thhe ridge and 
slough annd marl prairiee communitiees) are hypothhesized to conntribute to inccreased freshwwater faunal 
assemblagges and promote a more naatural species composition . 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Fishh and Wildlifee: Freshwateer Fauna 

Criterria 
Desired State 

off Conservationn 

Condi tion & Trend 
Assesssed for the 

20113 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed foor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Shark Riveer 
Slough 
overall 

Abunddance is maxim ized 
in a mmanner that refleects 
pre-drrainage conditioons. 

Margginally fewer fish 
were present than 
expeccted based on 
rainfaall conditions, bbut 
drougght-tolerant speecies 
were  not overly 
abunndant. This is ann 
improovement in 
cond ition from the 22013 
reporrt, and the tren d is 
stablee from the prevvious 
year. 

Taylor 
Slough 
overall 

Abunddance is maxim ized 
in a mmanner that refleects 
pre-drrainage conditioons. 

Feweer fish were pressent 
than expected basedd on 
rainfaall conditions annd 
drougght-tolerant speecies 
were abundant. 
Repreesents a declinee in 
cond ition from prevvious 
yearss. 

Americann Alligator 

The Amerrican alligatorr is a keystonne species thatt functions ass an ecosystemm engineer, d irectly or 
indirectly influencing nnearly all aquuatic life in thee Everglades (Beard 1938,, Craighead 11968, Mazzottti and 
Brandt 19994, Simmonss and Ogden 11998). Alligattors are impoortant indicatoors of Everglaades ecosystemm 
health beccause they aree responsive tto hydrologic change; these characteristtics make themm ideal candiidates 
for inclusiion in long-teerm studies thhat track restooration progreess. Alligatorss were abundaant throughouut the 
pre-drainaage Evergladees, but the higghest densities were in the marl prairiess and along thhe freshwater 
fringe of tthe mangrovee communities within ENPP. Alligators aare much less common in tthese areas todday 
because oof reduced andd highly variaable water deppths and hydrroperiods in thhe marl prairiies, and reducced 
freshwateer flows and elevated saliniities in the souuthern coastaal marshes. Seeveral metricss are monitoreed 
that togethher provide a picture of thee status of alligators in ENNP: nesting effort and nestiing success, nnest 
density annd distributionn, and populaation demograaphics includiing size class and relative density of 
alligators in the park. AAmerican alliggator nesting responds reaadily to changging hydrologgic conditions 
resulting ffrom both envvironmental cconditions andd anthropogennic water mannagement chaanges. 
Consequeently, annual aassessments oof nesting succcess and effoort may fluctuuate substantiaally from yeaar to 
year, and these metricss are best evalluated over loong periods. SSimilarly, estaablished alligators may shiift 
home rangges and new rrecruits selectt alternative hhome ranges iin response too changing haabitat suitabiliity. 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

Consideriing these dynaamic factors, evaluations oof population size and nestting are best aachieved whe n 
considerinng alligator deensity and nuumbers acrosss large areas oof diverse habbitat. 

Americaan Alligator 

Crriteria 
Desired State 

of Conserrvation 

Coondition & Treend 
AAssessed for thhe 

2013 Report 

Conditionn & Trend 
Assessedd for the 

2015 RReport 
Rationale 

Positive treend in 
nesting efffort 

Increasing trennd in 
nesting effort 
throughout al l 
freshwater maarshes, 
particularly peeripheral 
marshes historrically 
believed to su pport the 
majority of ne sting 
effort. The tarrget is 
nesting effort consistent 
with a restored 
Everglades ecoosystem. 

Nessting effort has 
incrreased significa ntly 
sincce 1985; recentt 
trennds show moree 
stabbility during po or to 
mooderate conditioons 
andd record numbeers 
durring favorable 
connditions. 2012– 2013 
effoort was consisteent 
wit h a recent stable 
trennd when takingg into 
acccount normal 
variability related tto 
diffferent environmmental 
connditions among 
yeaars. 

Positive treend in 
nest succeess 

Increasing trennd in nest 
success and reeduced 
failure due to flooding 
of egg cavity. The target 
is nest successs levels 
consistent wit h a 
restored Evergglades 
ecosystem. 

Nesst success conti nues 
to bbe highly erraticc due 
botth to extreme 
nattural and managged 
seasonal hydrolog ic 
flucctuation. 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Americaan Alligator 

Crriteria 
Desired State 

of Conserrvation 

Coondition & Treend 
AAssessed for thhe 

2013 Report 

Conditionn & Trend 
Assessedd for the 

2015 RReport 
Rationale 

Positive treend in 
nest 
density/disstribution 

Increasing trennd in 
density of nestts across 
hydrologic bassins, 
particularly within 
shorter hydropperiod 
peripheral ma rshes. The 
target is nest ddensity 
and distributioon 
consistent wit h a 
restored Evergglades 
ecosystem. 

Nesst density and 
disttribution througghout 
fresshwater hydroloogic 
bassins of ENP havee 
demmonstrated an 
incrreasing trend inn 
receent years. 20122– 
20113 effort was 
connsistent with reccent 
stabble trend when 
taking into accounnt 
norrmal variability 
relaated to differen t 
envvironmental 
connditions among 
yeaars. 

Positive treend in 
alligator 
abundanc e 

Increasing trennd in 
abundance fo r all size 
classes of alliggators 
within freshwaater 
wetlands. The target is 
an abundancee of 
alligators conssistent 
with a restored 
Everglades ecoosystem. 

Ressults of spotlighht 
survveys indicate 
reduced abundancce 
estiimates in all sizee 
classses within ENPP. 
Reccent surveys inddicate 
conntinued relative ly 
loww abundance. 
Surrveys in limited areas 
may not representt 
systtem-wide 
connditions. We aree 
expploring new me thods 
to eexpand this effoort to 
proovide more 
commprehensive 
asseessment. 

Evergladdes Wading BBirds 

The great abundance annd diversity oof wading birdds—the heronns, egrets, ibiises, and storkks—is a definning 
characteriistic of the Evverglades, andd a significantt reason for thhe creation off ENP. Since wading birdss are 
relatively easy to moniitor across thee landscape annd much is knnown about thheir habitat reequirements aand 
historical nesting patterns, they are eexcellent indiicators of envvironmental conditions in tthe Evergladees. 
Wading bbirds breedingg in the Evergglades require easily availabable and abunddant aquatic pprey, which aare 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

dependent on a varietyy of environm ental factors iincluding thee quantity, dis stribution, andd timing of waater 
flows. 

In the pre-drainagge Everglades, the largest aand most perssistent nestingg colonies were at the 
marsh/maangrove ecotoone in the soutthern portionss of ENP. Larrge “super coolonies” would form in respponse 
to peaks in prey-base aavailability, foollowing yearrs with high wwet-season waater levels andd very stable dry-
season reccession rates. In the post-ddrainage Evergglades, wadinng birds have seen a 70–900% reduction in 
abundance, and the maajor nesting arreas have shiffted northwarrd into the imppounded centtral Evergladees 
(Water Coonservation AAreas). A nummber of key sppecies, most nnotably the enndangered woood stork, havve 
also experrienced a shifft in the timing of reproducction, initiatinng nesting lateer into the dryy season becaause 
water leveels in the imppounded centrral Evergladess tend to recedde more slowwly. Under theese conditionss, 
fledglingss emerge nearr the end of thhe dry season,, and in yearss when wet seeason rainfall begins early, 
water leveels rapidly risse, dispersing the prey basee, and causingg the nests to fail. 

Evergladess Wading Birrds 

Criterria 
Desired State 

off Conservationn 

Condi tion & Trend 
Assesssed for the 

20113 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed foor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Total 
number off 
pairs of 
nesting 
birds in 
south 
Florida 

Maintaain or increase 
currennt total numbers of 
nesting birds in ENP 
mainlaand colonies to a 
level cconsistent with a 
restoreed Everglades 
ecosysstem. 

Absoolute size of bre eding 
popuulations of ibisess, 
storkks, and long-leg ged 
wadi ng birds declineed 
sharpply from the 1930s 
to the 1970s. Since the 
mid-11980s, nesting 
numbbers in ENP are 
trendding up. Numbeers 
fluctuuate greatly from 
year tto year. 

Month of 
wood storrk 
nest 
initiation  

Monthh of wood storkk nest 
initiation should be 
Novemmber or Decembber. 

Nest success continuues to 
be highly erratic duee 
both to extreme nattural 
and mmanaged seasoonal 
hydroologic fluctuatioon. 
Trendd is improving 
slighttly, but storks 
conti nue to fail becaause 
of latte nest initiationn. 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Evergladess Wading Birrds 

Criterria 
Desired State 

off Conservationn 

Condi tion & Trend 
Assesssed for the 

20113 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed foor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Proportionn 
of nests 
located in 
ENP 
headwaters 

At leasst 70% of all 
wadin g bird nests shoould 
be located in the 
headwwaters ecotone of 
the maangrove estuaryy of 
Floridaa Bay and the GGulf 
of Mexico (ENP). 

Recennt trends are 
positive, especially foor 
storkks, but distant frrom 
the 770% target. 

Mean 
interval 
between 
exceptionaal 
white ibis 
(Eudocimuus 
albus) 
nesting 
years 

Mean interval betweeen 
excepttional white Ibiss 
nesting years (≥13,0000 
nesting pairs) should be 
1–2 yeears. 

The ttrend is positivee and 
consiistent in recent 
yearss. This interval nnow 
consiistently exceedss the 
targeet for restoration and 
has sshown dramaticc 
improovement in the last 
decadde. 

Ratio of 
wood storrk 
and white 
ibis nests tto 
great egreet 
nests 

Ratio oof the combina tion 
of woood stork and wwhite 
ibis neests to great egrret 
nests sshould be 30:1,, 
which is characteristicc of 
the coommunity 
compoosition of pre-
drainaage conditions. 

Curreent ratio (3:1) iss well 
beloww the 30:1 ratioo that 
is connsidered to be 
repreesentative of heealthy 
nestinng conditions. RRatio 
appears to have 
stabillized and has noot 
moveed much in the last 
10 yeears (range ~1.55:1 to 
4:1). 

Fire Regimme 

Wildland fire is an impportant processs in shaping the Evergladees ecosystem m. An appropriiate fire regimme on 
the landsccape is necesssary to maintaain resilient coommunities tthat are likelyy to withstandd severe organnic 
substrate-consuming fiires, decrease exotic plant species popullations, preveent volatilizat ion of organicc soil, 
and provi de a mosaic oof habitats andd unburned reefugia for nattive plants andd wildlife. 

The ddesired state oof conservatioon is that fire and fire effeccts on the lanndscape will, aas much as 
possible, rresemble a mmore natural/hiistoric fire reggime than currrently exists.. Fire-adaptedd habitats willl 
experiencce predominanntly low- to mmixed-severityy surface firess. Post-fire veegetation respponse will proomote 
a mosaic oof diverse nattural habitats,, while fire seensitive commmunities are pprotected fromm unwanted fiire 
impacts.  
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

Charracteristics rellated to a resttored Evergladdes ecosystemm have been iidentified for the desired fifire 
regime wiithin the ridgee and slough llandscape. Thhese include ffires on the laandscape that are predominnantly 
low- or mmixed-severityy surface firess, mosaic patteerns of burne ed and unburnned landscapees, and fires thhat 
promote ppost-fire vegeetation recoveery.  

Fire mmanagement actions influeence post-firee vegetation reecovery and mmosaic burn ppatterns. Withh 
prescribedd fire treatme nts, timing, e nvironmentall conditions, aand ignition ttechniques inffluence fire 
behavior aand subsequeent fire effectss. In wildfire situations, maanagement acctions may alsso influence ffire 
effects. Inn the ridge annd slough landdscape, the innterplay of fir e and hydroloogy will deterrmine the succcess 
in achieviing the desired state of connservation forr the fire regimme and associiated fire effeects.  

The ffire regime inndicator is currrently in devvelopment.  Fuuture State off Conservationn reports willl 
include a stop-light inddicator assessmment of relevvant fire regimme criteria. 

The Coasstal and Esttuarine Enviironment: FFlorida Bay 

Salinity PPatterns in Fllorida Bay  

Salinity iss a driving parameter contrrolling the maajor ecologicaal processes inn estuarine eccosystems, 
including the distributiion of aquaticc plants and annimals, overaall biological pproductivity, and nutrient 
cycling. Inn the pre-draiinage ecosyst em, freshwateer inflows weere more pers sistent, and staable estuarinee, 
low-saliniity conditionss existed overr large areas aalong the parkk’s coastline aalong the Gullf of Mexico aand 
throughouut much of Florida Bay. Inn the post-draiinage Everglaades, water floows are diverrted away fromm the 
park, caussing the southhern coastal eccosystems to receive less ffreshwater annd become moore marine. T hree 
metrics arre used to tracck the progresss of salinitiess in Florida BBay toward thhe desired pre--drainage, loww-
salinity coonditions. Theese are 1) the  amount of timme during thee year that sallinities are in the desired range; 
2) a measuure of the difference betweeen observed salinities andd the desired llow-salinity cconditions; annd 3) 
a measuree of the frequeency of extremme high-salinnity events. Thhe goal is to hhave each of these measurres 
reflect pree-drainage, loow-salinity coonditions. In thhe most recennt 2 years, Floorida Bay saliinity performmance 
metrics haave been variable across sttations but wiithin the rangee of values obbserved over the period of 
record. WWhile a slight iimprovement in mean salinnity and extreeme high-salinnity event perrformance waas 
observed in the upper eeastern basinss, a decrease iin performancce was observved at more ccentral coastall 
stations. TThe bay-wide  average condditions are pooor with no inndication of a sustained trennd toward or away 
from the ttarget conditioons. 

SSalinity Patteerns in Floridaa Bay 

Criterria 
Desired State 

off Conservationn 

Condi tion & Trend 
Assesssed for the 

20113 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed foor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Amount oof 
time durinng 
the year 
that salinitty 
is in the 
desired 
range 

Salinity is within the 
interquartile range off the 
desiredd pre-drainage 
condittions 50% of thhe 
time. 

Saliniity conditions 
overlap with desiredd 
cond itions only duri ng 2 
montths at the end oof the 
dry seeason. Conditioons 
are variable but exh ibit 
no yeear-to-year trend. 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

SSalinity Patteerns in Floridaa Bay 

Criterria 
Desired State 

off Conservationn 

Condi tion & Trend 
Assesssed for the 

20113 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed foor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Differencee 
between 
observed 
mean 
salinities 
and desireed 
mean 
salinities 

The mmean salinity is wwithin 
the variability of the mmean 
salinityy of desired pree-
drainaage conditions. 

The mmean salinity is 
above desired meann 
salini ty throughout tthe 
year. The degree of 
differrence over the 
periood of record (POOR) is 
variabble but largely 
drive n by precipitatioon 
and sshows no year-tto-
year ttrend. 

Occurrencce 
of extremee 
high-salinity 
events 

Salinity does not exceeed 
the 900th percentile deefined 
by thee desired condit ions 
more ffrequently thann 
10% oof the time. 

Saliniity exceeds the 90th 

perceentile of the dessired 
cond itions much moore 
frequuently than desired 
and sshows no year-tto-
year ttrend. 

Algal Blooms in Floridda Bay 

Florida Bay has a histoory of highly vvariable wateer quality condditions, with algal bloom eepisodes that can 
last from wweeks to evenn years. Blooms sustained for more thann several monnths can be damaging to 
seagrass hhabitat and fauuna, especiallly sponges. TThe last periodd of extendedd blooms was during 2005–– 
2007. Connditions subseequently imprroved. In ordeer to better unnderstand cauuses of bloomm variability annd 
responses to Evergladees restoration,, the park has  deployed andd tested new automated seensors that proovide 
prolongedd high-frequenncy measuremments (“continnuous monitooring”). Field d methodologiies and data 
analyses hhave shown aannual fluctuaations especially in the Norrth/Central reegion of the baay, possibly ddue to 
freshwateer inputs fromm the Evergladdes. Additionaal monitoringg using the cu urrent method will improvee the 
ability to discriminate bbetween “norrmal” variabillity due to cli imatic variabiility and otherr environmenntal 
factors annd damaging cconditions. 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

Algal Blooms in Florida Bay: Chlorophyyll a Concenttration 

Criteeria 
Desired Stat e 

of Conservatioon 

Conddition & Trend 
Asseessed for the 

20013 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed ffor the 

2015 Re eport 
Rationale 

Central 
Florida Bayy 
(Whipray 
Basin) 
chlorophy ll a 
concentrattion 

Averrage monthly 
conccentrations beloow 
1 pppb. 

Levels were below 
thresshold levels throough 
20144, with annual 
averaage below 1 pppb. 
Elevaated levels (as hhigh 
as 233 ppb) have beeen 
recorded in previou s 
yearss. 

Northern 
Florida Bayy 
(Garfield 
Bight and 
Terrapin BBay) 
chlorophy ll a 
concentrattion 

Averrage monthly 
conccentrations beloow 
1 pppb. 

Levels in 2013–20144 
weree much lower a nd 
had only one monthh of 
elevaated readings (222 
ppb)) in Garfield bayy. 
Elevaated levels recorded 
in 20012 included 
extreemely high leve ls (12 
to 211 ppb) for 5 moonths 
in Teerrapin Bay. 
Imprrovement in reccent 
yearss likely represennts 
variaability in a stablee 
conddition. 

Western 
Florida Bayy 
(Buoy Key ) 
chlorophy ll a 
concentrattion 

Averrage monthly 
conccentrations beloow 
1 pppb. 

Levels were below 
thresshold levels throough 
20144, and only slighhtly 
abovve desired levelss. 

Southern 
Florida Bayy 
(Peterson 
Key) 
chlorophy ll a 
concentrattion 

Averrage monthly 
conccentrations beloow 
0.5 pppb. 

Levels were below 
thresshold levels throough 
20144 and only slighhtly 
abovve desired levelss. 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Seagrassees in Florida Bay 

The seagrrass indicatorss are created ffrom a set of metrics incluuding spatial eextent, abundance, species 
dominancce, and presennce of target sspecies, whichh are monitor red throughouut Florida Bayy. The Abunddance 
Index commbines all fouur metrics andd reflects the sstatus and heaalth of the seaagrass commuunity as a wh ole, 
emphasiziing abundancce and spatial extent of seagrasses in Floorida Bay. Foor the Abundaance Index meetric, 
the Desireed State of Coonservation iss a long-term positive trendd in communiity compositiion (abundancce 
and extennt) of submergged aquatic veegetation (SAAV) in the Floorida Bay eco system. The TTarget Speciees 
Index is aa measuremennt of the frequuency of occuurrence of the desirable nonn-dominant SSAV species thhat 
are expectted to increasse with increaased freshwateer flow to Floorida bay (Haalodule, Ruppiia), resulting in 
improved habitat quality (Madden eet al. 2009). FFor the Targett Species Indeex, the desiredd State of 
Conservattion is a long--term positivee trend towardd restoration conditions inn the distributiion of Haloduule 
and Rupp ia in the Floriida Bay ecosyystem. Indicaator targets vaary spatially aand are zone-sspecific due too the 
complexitties of the bayy bottom and associated faactors. For 20 13–2014, resuults are basedd largely on 
findings ffrom the Southh Florida Waater Managemment District aas reported in Brandt et al. (2014). 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Seagrassess in Florida BBay 

Crite ria 
Desired Statee 

oof Conservatioon 

Condition & Trend 
Asseessed for the 

20013 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed ffor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Target 
species 
diversity 

Species diversity andd 
nichee diversity consisstent 
with aa restored 
Evergglades ecosystemm. 

Fair aafter improving in 
20099 from several yyears 
in the poor range. 
Thalaassia continues to 
dominate. 

WESTERNN ZONE 

Seagrass 
abundanc e 

Abunndance of seagrrass 
consisstent with a resstored 
Evergglades ecosystemm. 

Reduuctions in abunddance 
in 20013 and 2014 wwere 
recorrded in the wesstern 
zonee. 

Target 
species 
diversity 

Species diversity nichhe 
diverssity consistent wwith a 
restorred Everglades 
ecosyystem. 

Refleects good score s 
beca use the target 
speciies component 
increeased. 

Estuarinee Fish (Sport Fish) and Innvertebrates 

The abunddance and avaailability of thhe four nativee sport fish sppecies chosenn indicate the condition of 
nearshoree marine and eestuarine commmunities beccause each of these speciess relies on thiss region for itts 
entire life  cycle. Sport fish are moniitored using aa metric calledd “catch per uunit effort” orr CPUE, whicch 
tracks the  catch succes s of fishermen who are tarrgeting the paarticular speciies in the bay.. The Desiredd 
State of CConservation ffor the sport ffish species iss a stable to inncreasing trennd in CPUE, iindicating 
sustainablle recreationaal use and envvironmental coonditions. Unnlike some othher indicatorss in this suite,, the 
Desired SState of Conseervation for spport fish may be met beforre full freshwaater restoratioon is achievedd, 
because itt is currently bbased on the standard of suustaining connditions experrienced over tthe last two 
decades. WWith additionnal analysis, wwe may be ablle to more fullly develop thhis indicator aand its associaated 
State of CConservation wwith respect tto restoration of freshwaterr flows. Pink shrimp densiity is sampledd in 
the springg and the fall aand has been shown to closely track upsstream water managementt changes. Th e 
desired coondition for pink shrimp iss to have denssities at or aboove those recoorded during the pre-restorration 
baseline aat the majorityy of sites in Florida Bay annd along the ssouthwestern coast of ENPP. An analysiss of 
pink shrimmp was comp leted for the 22013 Conditioon and Trendd, but not for 22015 due to uunavailability of 
these dataa. 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

Estuarinne Fish (spor t fish) and Innvertebrates 

Critteria 
Desired Sttate 

of Conserv ation 

Conndition & Trennd 
Asssessed for thee 

2013 Report 

Condition n & Trend 
Assessedd for the 

2015 RReport 
Rationale 

Trend in snnook 
(Centropo mus 
undecimallis) 
catch-per--unit 
effort (CPUUE) 

TThe target is thee CPUE 
leevels during 20 07– 
22009, or at leastt a stable 
CCPUE trend, inddicating 
ssustainable recreeational 
uuse and environmental 
cconditions. 

Snoook populationss 
declined in responsse to 
a coold-spell kill in 22010. 
The  CPUE has indiccated 
a reeturn to a stablee 
con dition approachhing 
recoovery. 

Trend in reed 
drum (Sciaaenops 
ocellata) CCPUE 

TThe target is a stable to 
inncreasing trendd in 
CCPUE, indicatingg 
ssustainable recreeational 
uuse and environmental 
cconditions. 

Redd drum CPUE haas 
been relatively stabble 
for tthe period of reecord 
(POR) and has increeased 
in reecent years (20 10– 
2013). 

Trend in sppotted 
seatrout 
(Cynoscionn 
nebulosuss) CPUE 

TThe target is a stable to 
inncreasing trendd in 
CCPUE, indicatingg 
ssustainable recreeational 
uuse and environmental 
cconditions. 

Spootted seatrout CCPUE 
has been relatively 
stabble for the POR,, with 
indications of a sligghtly 
incrreasing trend froom 
20005–2011.  

Trend in gray 
snapper 
(Lutjanus ggriseus) 
CPUE 

TThe target is a stable to 
inncreasing trendd in 
CCPUE, indicatingg 
ssustainable recreeational 
uuse and environmental 
cconditions. 

Gray snapper CPUEE has 
been relatively stabble 
for tthe POR, with 
indications of an 
incrrease in CPUE siince 
20006. 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Estuarinne Fish (spor t fish) and Innvertebrates 

Critteria 
Desired Sttate 

of Conserv ation 

T 

Conndition & Trennd 
Asssessed for thee 

2013 Report 

Condition n & Trend 
Assessedd for the 

2015 RReport 
Rationale 

Pink shrimmp 
(Farfanteppenaeus 
duorarum)) 
density 

The target is dennsities at 
or above those o rrecorded 
during the pre-d 
estoration baser eline at 
he majority of st sites in 
FFlorida Bay and along 
he southwestert rn coast 
of ENP. Note:o 
estoration projer ects are 
not yet completn e. 

No data aavailable 
since 22012. 

In thhe 2013 Condittion 
andd Trend, pink sh rimp 
dennsity was generaally 
beloow baseline leveels 
andd showed a decllining 
trennd at most sites 
commpared to the ppre-
resttoration baselinee. 

Americann Crocodile 

The Amerrican crocodille (Crocodyluus acutus) funnctions as an eecosystem inddicator in thee coastal areass of 
the Everglades becausee its lifecycle is responsivee to patterns oof freshwater flow to the esstuaries and 
resultant nnearshore saliinity patterns. American crrocodiles werre federally li sted as “endaangered” by thhe 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFFWS) in 19755, largely duee to extensive  habitat degraadation (incluuding 
nesting sittes) and over--hunting. Croocodile recoveery has been aa story of cauutious successs in south Florrida. 
While stilll in need of ccontinuing prootection, theree are more croocodiles in mmore places today than therre 
have beenn for at least thhe prior 35 yeears, thus leadding to USFWWS reclassificcation to “threeatened” in 20007. 

The moost importantt metrics belieeved to direct ly relate croc codiles to hyddrologic restorration includee nest 
distributioon/nesting efffort, and diffeerential growtth and survivaal from hatchiing to late juvvenile stages. 
Crocodilees nest in the llate dry seasoon primarily inn elevated, saandy areas aloong ENP manngrove shoreliines 
and also islands of norttheast (NE) FFlorida Bay. HHatchlings havve to migratee inland from their nesting sites 
to nurseryy areas becausse they cannoot tolerate highh salinity for extended perriods. Habitatt degradation and 
water mannagement praactices have reeduced freshwwater inflows  to the coast oof south Floriida. Effects of 
unnatural freshwater fllows include: longer hatchlling migrationn to suitable nnursery habitat, reduced usse of 
nest sites further from mainland fresshwater sourcces, and impaacts to growthh, survival, annd dispersal off 
juvenile ccrocodiles. 

Periodiic sampling oof these metriccs in crocodilles has been uunderway in EENP and surrounding area s 
since 1978. Three metrrics are reportted: relative ddensity, distribbution, and abbundance of AAmerican 
crocodiless, reproductivve effort (nestting effort, neest success, annd nest distribbution), and hhatchling and 
juvenile ggrowth and suurvival. This eentire suite off characteristiccs is used to iinfer trends inn total populaation. 

Nestingg effort has inncreased throuughout ENP aand has been most pronouunced in the Flamingo/Cap e 
Sable regiion. Nesting ccontinues to increase in NEE Florida Bayy but at a mucch slower ratee. Hatchling 
growth raates (which increase odds oof survival) haave also signiificantly imprroved in the FFlamingo/Cappe 
Sable regiions but not inn NE Florida Bay. These ppositive crocoodile responsees are coinciddent with ongooing 
efforts to plug canals aand reduce unnnatural saltwaater intrusionn in the Cape SSable/Flaminngo region. Siimilar 
responses  are predictedd within the NNE Florida Baay region as uupstream hydrrologic restorration projectss are 
completedd and more naatural freshwaater flows resstored. 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

Americaan Crocodile 

Criteeria 
Desired Statte 

of Conservati on 

Conddition & Trend d 
Asseessed for the 

20013 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed ffor the 

2015 Reeport 
Rationale 

Trend in tootal 
populationn 

Popuulation is nearinng pre-
drainnage estimates 
conssistent with a reestored 
Everrglades ecosysteem. 
Occuupation throug hout 
histooric range.  

Total population is 
inferrred from the otther 
metrrics monitored. From 
20111–2013, relativee 
denssity, distributionn, and 
abunndance increaseed in 
somee areas and, 
decr eased in otherss. 
Nestting has increaseed 
throuughout ENP. 

Trend in 
reproductiion 

Increeasing trend preesent 
in neesting effort, 
distrribution, and suuccess 
in ENNP, including 
histoorical nesting si tes in 
norttheastern Florid a Bay. 
Increeasing trend preesent 

Reprroductive effort 
with in ENP has exhiibited 
an inncreasing trend and 
is thee best indicatorr of 
cont tinued species 
recovvery. Nesting efffort 
peakked in 2008, 

in grrowth and survival of 
juve nile crocodiles, 
conssistent with a reestored 
Everrglades ecosysteem. 

decli ined in 2009–1 0, 
and has slowly 
reboounded from 20011to 
preseent. 

Trend in 
hatchling-
juvenile 
growth annd 
survival  

Reduuced salinity reggimes 
occuur, encouragingg rapid 
hatcchling growth raates 
(appproaching mass ≥200 
g 3––4 months post -
hatcching) and allowwing 
juve niles to more raapidly 
reacch total length ≥≥75 
cm. 

Survival is directly li nked 
to inncreased hatchli ng-
juvennile growth ratees, 
whicch increase withh 
loweer salinities. 
Hatcchlings within E NP 
conssistently exhibit 
loweer growth rates than 
adjaccent nursery sit es. 

Roseate SSpoonbill 

The roseaate spoonbill ((Platalea ajajja) was almosst extirpated iin Florida durring the early decades of thhe 
20th centuury. By 1935,, the only knoown nesting colony in the sstate consisted of about 155 pairs on Botttle 
Key in Floorida Bay (Alllen 1942). Sppoonbill abunndance steadilly increased ffrom the timee ENP was 
establisheed in 1948 unttil the early 1 980s, at whicch time 1,258 nests were esstimated. Folllowing 1984, the 
expansionn of canal systtems and channges in waterr managementnt practices beegan to impacct spoonbills 
nesting inn Florida Bay by diminishinng, redirectinng, and disruppting the timinng of freshwaater inflows annd 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

thus negattively affectinng the availabbility of prey on spoonbill foraging grouunds. After 19984, numberss 
steadily ddeclined to a loow of 87 nestts in the 20100–2011 nestinng season. Thee state of Florrida reclassifiied 
the status of the roseatee spoonbill frrom a “Speciees of Special CConcern” to ""Threatened" because of thhe 
bird's smaall populationn and restricted range (Florrida Fish and WWildlife Connservation Commmission 20 11). 
However,, it is importannt to note thatt statewide, sppoonbill nummbers and nestting locationss are on the rise, 
with statewide nests cuurrently estimmated to be aboout 1,250–1,5500. Because spoonbills arre nesting in aareas 
outside thhe park, it is a clear indicatiion that the FFlorida Bay biirds are beingg affected by mmanmade chaanges 
to their fooraging wetlannds in the Eveerglades. Reeestablishment of healthy sppoonbill breedding populatioons 
in Floridaa Bay is requirred if ENP is to be removeed from the li st of World HHeritage Sitess in Danger. 

This indicator asseessment is larrgely based o n data collectted by Audubbon of Floridaa, as summariized 
in Brandt et al. (2014).  Roseate spooonbills are weell adapted too the variable environmentaal conditions of 
south Florrida; consequuently, they reespond readilyy to rainfall p patterns as weell as anthropoogenic hydrollogic 
managemment actions. TThese behaviooral responsess can sometimmes result in ssubstantial vaariation in inddicator 
values ammong years. C onsequently, trends in conndition are besst evaluated oover long periiods, with an 
expectatioon of some vaariation arounnd the trend ammong years. 

Roseate Spoonbill 

Crite ria 
Desired Statee 

oof Conservatioon 

Condition & Trend 
Asseessed for the 

20013 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed ffor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Total 
number off 
pairs of 
nesting 
roseate 
spoonbills in 
Florida Bayy 

Increaase and maintaain the 
numbber spoonbill neests in 
Floridda Bay to those 
consi stent with peakk 
(pre––1984) numberss. 

Breedding populationns of 
roseaate spoonbills inn 
Floridda Bay have 
decreeased sharply siince 
the 11980s and remaain 
beloww the minimumm 
targeet. 

Presence oof 
roseate 
spoonbills in 
historical 
nesting sittes 
in northeaast 
Florida Bayy 
(NEFB) 

Increaase the numberr 
spoo nbill nests at 
historical colony sitees in 
NEFB. 

Past trends were abbove 
the ttarget (1988–19991); 
howeever, numbers 
decli ned during 20002– 
20133. A historical coolony 
has ssince become acctive 
againn with positive 
influeence on nest 
numbers for NEFB. 
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South Floridaa Natural Resourcces Center Techniical Series (2015: 1) 

Roseate Spoonbill 

Crite ria 
Desired Statee 

oof Conservatioon 

Condition & Trend 
Asseessed for the 

20013 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed ffor the 

2015 Repport 
Rationale 

Presence oof 
roseate 
spoonbills in 
historical 
nesting sittes 
in northweest 
Florida Bayy 
(NWFB) 

Increaase the numberr of 
spoo nbills nests at 
historical colony sitees in 
NWFB. 

Past trends were abbove 
the ttarget (1991) annd 
slowly declined (20002– 
20099). The downwaard 
trendd through 20144 has 
brought the indicatoor 
beloww the target. 

Roseate 
spoonbill 
chick 
productionn 
in NEFB 

Increaase the numberr of 
chickks fledged per nest 
attemmpt at historical 
colonny sites in NEFB . 

Past trends were abbove 
the ttarget (1991–19992) 
but ddeclined sharplyy 
(19944–2001), rose aagain 
to neear target, and 
decli ned in 2013. 
Howwever, the overa ll 
trendd is still positive . 

Roseate 
spoonbill 
chick 
productionn 
in NWFB 

Increaase the numberr of 
chickks fledged per nest 
attemmpt at historical 
colonny sites in NWFBB. 

Manyy seasons were at or 
abovve target but neest 
succeess has recentlyy 
fallenn below the target. 
Delayy in restoration of 
foragging grounds annd 
predaation by crows are 
havinng a negative immpact 
on NNWFB colonies. 

Exotic Innvasive Speccies 

The corrective measurees establishedd for ecosysteem restorationn include nummerous modifiications to thee 
water mannagement sysstem to impro ve hydrologicc parameters and to lower the input of nnutrients to thhe 
ecosystemm. Some of thhese hydrologgic corrective measures, suuch as the re-cconnection off previously 
separated water bodiess by removal oof levees or construction oof pump statioons, may actuually increase the 
potential ffor the invasion of exotic sspecies into thhe park (Klinee et al. 2013).  This issue hhas been 
recognizeed by the agenncies implemeenting Evergllades Restorattion: howeveer, solutions aare complex aand 
require a hhigh degree oof innovation. 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Everglades Nationnal Park is woorking to mai ntain and exppand existing successful exxotics controll and 
maintenannce programs , primarily foor plants.  Conntrol programms are not estaablished for innvasive exoticc fish 
(freshwateer or marine) or wildlife (pparticularly heerpetofauna);;  therefore, thhe park is worrking to keep track 
of existingg and new invvasions, and iis investing inn research, eararly detection and rapid ressponse where 
possible, aand on education, outreachh, and workinng with policyymakers.  Thee park has nott yet establishhed 
formal corrective meassures with thee World Herittage Committtee with respeect to exotic sspecies.  This 
report buiilds on the 20 12 World He ritage report in the developpment of indiicator metricss and statemennts of 
desired coonditions. 

Invasive EExotic Plantts 

Approximmately 1,000 pplant species ccurrently are recorded in EENP and of thhese, approximmately 250 arre 
non-native (exotic) plaants. Of these approximatelly 250 exotic plant speciess, four are of tthe highest 
managemment priority inn ENP: melal euca (Melaleuca quinquennervia), Austrralian pine (CCasuarina 
equisetifolia), Old Worrld climbing ffern (Lygodiuum microphyl lum), and Braazilian pepperr (Schinus 
terebinthififolius). The ppercent cover of these invaasive exotic pllant species iss measured duuring bi-annuual 
(every 2 yyears) overfligghts throughoout ENP, thro ugh a techniqque called Diggital Aerial Sketch Mappinng 
(DASM). 

The ddesired state oof these exotiic plants and ttheir managemment in ENP is species-deependent. Theeir 
current staatus reflects ffunding availaable for contrrol, current treeatment technnologies, and the biology, 
distributioon and accesssibility of the particular exootic plant speecies. For mellaleuca and AAustralian pinee, the 
Desired SState of Conseervation is deffined as less tthan 1% coveer per km2 in tthe areas noww or historicallly 
containingg these speciees, and prevenntion of the exxpansion of thhese species tto new areas.  The Desired State 
of Conserrvation for Olld World climmbing fern andd Brazilian peepper is set ass less than 5%% cover per kmm2 in 
areas currrently containning these species, and prevvention of thee expansion oof these speciees to new areaas. 
The Desirred State of CConservation oof the remainiing exotic plaant species is defined as le ss than 1% coover 
per speciees per km2 in areas currentlly containing these speciess, and preventtion of the exxpansion of thhese 
species too new areas. TThe Desired SState of Conseervation woulld also includde monitoring and control oof 
newly dettected speciess. 

Invasive Exotic Plantss 

Critteria 
Desired Staate 

of Conserva tion 

Conddition & Trendd 
Asssessed for the 

22013 Report 

Condition & Trend 
Assessed for the 

2015 Reeport 
Rationale 

Percent coover of 
melaleuca 
(Melaleucaa 
quinqueneervia) 

Leess than 1% coover per 
kmm2 present in cuurrently 
innfested areas annd area 
off infestation is nnot 
exxpanding. 

Mosst park invasive plant 
mannagement effortt is 
direccted at this speccies. 
Chemical and bio-
conttrol agents are 
effecctive. Number oof 
infessted acres has 
decrreased during thhe 
past  10 years.  
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Invasive Exotic Plantss 

Critteria 
Desired Staate 

of Conserva tion 

Conddition & Trendd 
Asssessed for the 

22013 Report 

Condition & Trend 
Assessed for the 

2015 Reeport 
Rationale 

Percent coover of
Australian pine 
(Casuarinaa 
equisetifollia) 

Leess than 1% coover per 
kmm2 present in cuurrently 
innfested areas annd area 
off infestation is nnot 
exxpanding.  

Casuuarina is secondd in 
termms of the amounnt of 
effort dedicated to 
mannagement. Chemmical 
conttrol is effective, but 
acceess to some remmote 
infesstations is difficcult. 
No eeffective bio-co ntrol 
existts. Number of 
infessted acres is 
decrreasing. 

Percent coover of 
Old Worldd 
climbing f ern 
(Lygodiumm 
microphylllum) 

Leess than 5% coover per 
kmm2 present in cuurrently 
innfested areas annd area 
off infestation is nnot 
exxpanding. 

Mannagement activi ty is 
limitted by remoteneess 
but is effective on ddense 
infesstations. 
Deveelopment of an 
effecctive bio-controol is 
posssible. Change inn 
conddition & trend ddue 
to 20013 DASM survvey 
inforrmation showinng 
expaanded areas of 
Lygoodium coveragee and 
otheer reports of 
Lygoodium being 
deteected in areas it was 
prevviously not dete cted 
in. 

Percent coover of 
Brazilian ppepper 
(Schinus 
terebinthiffolius) 

Leess than 5% coover per 
kmm2 present in cuurrently 
innfested areas annd area 
off infestation is nnot 
exxpanding. 

Mannagement of this 
speccies is limited too 
speccific areas of higgh 
priorrity. No effectivve 
conttrol currently exxists 
for uuse in remote a reas. 
No eeffective bio-co ntrol 
existts. Overall, the aarea 
of innfestation is 
increeasing.  
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Invasive Exotic Plantss 

Critteria 
Desired Staate 

of Conserva tion 

Conddition & Trendd 
Asssessed for the 

22013 Report 

Condition & Trend 
Assessed for the 

2015 Reeport 
Rationale 

Percent coover of 
additional 
collective eexotic 
plant speccies 

Leess than 1% coover per 
kmm2 present in cuurrently 
innfested areas annd area 
off infestation is nnot 
exxpanding. 

Mannagement effortts for 
these species are 
curreently limited to 
areas of high conceern 
suchh as those with high 
visitoor use or areas with 
threaatened and 
endaangered speciess that 
may  be impacted b y the 
presence of exotic 
plants. Chemical 
conttrols and effectiive 
bio-ccontrols differ bby 
speccies. The overall area 
affeccted by the 
com bination of the ese 
plants is increasing.. 

Invasive EExotic Fish aand Wildlife 

Invasive eexotic fish and wildlife conntinue to pressent significannt challenges in ENP. Becaause new 
introductiions dilute avaailable managgement resourrces, preventiing the arrivaal and establisshment of 
additionall species remaains the prefeerred course oof action for EENP. Unfortunnately, there is little reasonnable 
optimism that favorablle regulatory aaction—for wwhich the Natiional Park Seervice bears nno significant 
authority——will be advanced in the nnear future. TThus, park effoorts focus on addressing nnew threats ass they 
emerge, aand conductinng long-term mmanagement oof well-establlished speciess. 

No nnew introductiions of exoticc freshwater fishes have beeen observed in ENP sincee 2010, suggessting 
that the raate of introducction for thesee species mayy be slowing from the rate observed bettween 2000 annd 
2009. Durring a study oof fish assembblages in the bborder canals  during 2010––2013, only oone exotic speecies 
not alreaddy known to hhave been present in ENP wwas collectedd—grass carp (Ctenopharyyngodon idellaa), a 
species stoocked by the South Floridaa Water Manaagement Disttrict for aquattic vegetationn control. ENPP may 
be virtuallly saturated wwith the exoticc fish speciess presently esttablished in thhe canals borddering the parrk. 
However,, other exotic fishes persistting in more ddistant urban canals could potentially sppread to ENP. 
Furthermoore, several nnew exotic fishhes recently ccollected in FFlorida could eestablish popuulations that ppose 
a risk of sspreading intoo ENP. 

The rrelative abunddance of exottic freshwaterr fishes remainned below thrhreshold levelss at the long-tterm 
monitorinng sites in Shaark River and Taylor slougghs; however,, the relative aabundance annd spatial 
distributioon has increassed over the eentire freshwaater area of ENNP. Exotic fi shes have excceeded the 2%% 
threshold at a few of thhe long-term mmonitoring siites in Shark RRiver and Tayylor sloughs, but on averagge 
remained <2%. Howevver the relativve abundance and spatial diistribution of exotic fish reeached study highs 
of 44% annd 84%, respeectively, in thhe October 2013 park-widee project. Thee non-native AAfrican Jewellfish 
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(Hemichromis letourneuxi) is becoming the largest component of fish catch in this study. High catches 
and relative abundance of African jewelfish in shorter hydroperiod marshes and an increase in relative 
abundance in slough habitats may be driving this trend. 

Best available evidence suggests all previously documented exotic invasive reptile and amphibian 
species continue to persist across their formerly known range in and around ENP. Limited monitoring and 
survey efforts during 2012 –2013 also suggest range expansion for select species, including the Burmese 
python (Python molurus bivittatus) and the Argentine tegu (Tupinambis merianae). New species of 
nonnative herpetofauna have been discovered in south Florida in recent years (Furcifer pardalis, 
Leiolepis rubritaeniata), as have new satellite populations of previously established species (Chamaeleo 
calyptratus). The latter—in particular—presents a potential threat for incursion into ENP. 

Though some suppression and containment efforts continue, there is little evidence these actions are 
providing demonstrable control. Burmese pythons were captured in substantial numbers in 2013 and 2014 
(B. Falk, U.S. Geological Survey, personal communication, January 21, 2015), during which two 
specimens set new size records for the state of Florida. Argentine tegus continue to be captured in 
increasing numbers and have been documented to take a wide variety of native prey—including eggs 
from the nests of American alligators. And though credible sightings of Northern African pythons 
(Python sebae) have been scant over recent years, optimism is somewhat marred by the relative lack of 
organized monitoring effort undertaken during the 2013–2014 survey seasons.  

Presently, the Indo-Pacific lionfish (Pterois volitans) is the only invasive marine species of note in 
and around ENP. Partner agencies have documented the occurrence of lionfish in large numbers along the 
Intracoastal Waterway immediately outside the park boundary. In 2010, lionfish were first reported in 
ENP, and sightings from park staff and visitors have been increasing in subsequent years. The park 
initiated a lionfish monitoring program in 2013, and to date a total of 27 lionfish have been found in 
Florida Bay. 

Though the majority of lionfish captured thus far in ENP have been associated with hardbottom 
environments, the species is known to occupy a wide range of habitats including coral reef, seagrass, 
mangrove, estuary, and man-made structures. Coupled with their ability to tolerate a wide range of 
salinities, lionfish can potentially invade any habitat within Florida Bay. Because seagrass beds and 
mangrove areas are known to be important nursery areas for juvenile fish and invertebrates, the potential 
impact of lionfish in ENP is a serious concern. 

Given the limited time since introduction, no trend in lionfish population or occurrence can be 
established at present. However, the potential for lionfish recruitment into Florida Bay appears high. 
Thus, we expect the number of lionfish sightings will continue to increase over time. 

Enhanced information sharing and planning across non-governmental organizations and local, state, 
federal, and tribal governments provides some optimism. Collaboration across organizations has resulted 
in a more effective sharing of information and resources, and intensive early detection and rapid response 
efforts. Nonetheless, it is not yet clear that interagency efforts have influenced the overall status and 
trends of invasive exotic fish and wildlife in south Florida.  
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Invvasive Exoticc Fish and Wildlife (Fresh hwater and MMarine) 

Conddition & Trendd Condition && Trend 
Desired Statte

Criteeria Asseessed for the Assessed ffor the Rationale 
of Conservati on 

20013 Report 2015 Reeport 

A. FRESHWWATER FISH 

Rate of neew 
introductioons 
of exotic ffish 

Relative 
abundanc e of 
exotic fish es 
in Shark River 
Slough 

Relative 
abundanc e of 
exotic fish es 
in Taylor 
Slough 

Relative 
abundanc e of 
exotic fish es 
in ENP-widde 
annual 
sample 

Ratee of new introd uctions 
of exotic fishes is 
decrreasing over timme. 

Freshwater fish 
asseemblage is dom inated 
by nnative species annd 
conttains less than aa 2% 
relattive abundance of 
exottic individuals. 

Freshwater fish 
asseemblage is dom inated 
by nnative species annd 
conttains less than aa 2% 
relattive abundance of 
exottic individuals. 

Freshwater fish 
asseemblage is dom inated 
by nnative species annd 
conttains less than aa 2% 
relattive abundance of 
exottic individuals. 

No nnew introductioons of 
exotic freshwater fissh 
havee occurred in ENNP 
sincee 2010, suggestting 
the rrate of introducctions 
may be decreasing from 
that observed in thee 
previous decade. 

Exotic species are 
preseent and relativee 
abunndance is increaasing, 
but oon average, relaative 
abunndance continu es to 
be leess than 2% 
thresshold at monitoored 
sites. 

Exotic species are 
preseent and relativee 
abunndance is increaasing, 
but oon average, relaative 
abunndance continu es to 
be leess than 2% 
thresshold at monitoored 
sites. 

The relative abundaance 
and spatial occurrennce 
of exxotic fish reacheed 
studyy highs. 
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Crite 

B. HERPET 
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Everglades NNational Park: 20115 State of Conseervation   

Invvasive Exoticc Fish and Wildlife (Fresh hwater and MMarine) 

Criteeria 
Desired Statte 

of Conservati on 

Conddition & Trendd 
Asseessed for the 

20013 Report 

Condition && Trend 
Assessed ffor the 

2015 Reeport 
Rationale 

Response to 
recent 
introductioons 
to the park: 
Argentine 
tegu 

Receent introductionns to 
the park are effectiively 
addressed and 
populations of incippient 
inva sives are eliminated. 

Seveeral tegus invadeed 
ENP from neighboriing 
popuulations, and m any 
havee been capturedd just 
outside park bounddaries. 
Fundding constraintss 
threaaten the continuity 
of traapping and 
monitoring efforts. 

C. MARINNE SPECIES 

Lionfish 
density 

Minimize the numbber of 
lionffish in Florida B ay 

Lionffish density in 
mangroves and on 
seaggrass beds oftenn 
exceeeds density on reefs 
(Barbbour 2010, Clayydon 
20100). 

Biomass o f 
prey speci es 

Minimize the impacct 
fromm lionfish on poost-
settlement native fish 
and invertebrate 
populations 

Lionffish will have a large 
impaact on prey speccies 

Distributioon 
of lionfish 

Minimize the spatiaal 
distrribution of lionffish  

Lionffish are able to 
invadde any habitat ttype 
with in Florida Bay 
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THE ROLE OF THE CORRECTIVE MEASURES 

In response to the four major threats to the integrity of ENP ecosystems, the United States and the State of 
Florida have, since the 1993 listing of the park on the list of Sites in Danger, made substantial 
investments into region-wide Everglades Restoration initiatives. By the mid- to late-1990s, the Federal 
government began construction on two major water engineering projects, the Modified Water Deliveries 
(MWD) and C–111 South Dade projects, which were designed to improve water deliveries to and reduce 
groundwater seepage losses from ENP. At the same time, as a result of a federal water quality Consent 
Decree, the State of Florida began work on the Everglades Construction Project and Long-Term Plan, 
constructing a series of man-made wetlands (stormwater treatment areas [STAs]) and implementing Best 
Management Practices (BMPs) to reduce nutrients entering the Everglades ecosystem from the 
agricultural areas south of Lake Okeechobee (National Research Council 2008, 2010, and 2012). An 
additional large-scale restoration program, called the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan 
(CERP), is a joint Federal/State of Florida effort that was conceptually designed during the mid- to-late 
1990s. CERP was approved and authorized by Congress in 2000 for further planning and implementation 
(www.evergladesplan.org). 

These four large projects, regional in scope and multi-decadal in implementation, together are 
intended to make structural and operational changes to the water management system that should restore 
significant ecological function, ecosystem resilience, and fish and wildlife abundance to ENP, as well as 
to other parts of the south Florida ecosystem. On-the-ground implementation of features (such as removal 
of levees, filling of canals, or addition of flow-ways), and changes to water operations (such as water 
control plans that allow more water to reach the park) are expected to bring about positive change in 
hydrologic and ecological indicators of ecosystem integrity. In 2006, the United States proposed and the 
World Heritage Committee accepted these projects as benchmarks toward recovery of ENP. Individual 
elements of these large projects were identified as corrective measures that, when implemented as 
originally conceived and described, are expected to bring about specific, measurable, and positive 
changes to integrity indicators, including both hydrologic and ecological metrics, within the park. 

Corrective Measures as of 2015: Continued Constraints but Tangible Progress 

The landscape of south Florida is one of the largest, most highly engineered, and closely operated water 
management systems in the world. It was designed specifically, and is currently operated specifically, to 
provide flood protection and water supply to the urban and agricultural areas of Miami, Fort Lauderdale, 
and West Palm Beach. All of the above-mentioned large-scale projects assure that legal levels of flood 
protection, as well as water availability for people, will not be diminished as a result of implementation of 
restoration project features. In the very important case of NESRS in the park, flood-protection features 
must be finished prior to implementation of restoration features that bring water back to areas that have 
been too dry for decades. 

These constraints are integral to the work on restoration of the natural system and can change rapidly 
as urban development moves closer to the natural system and as the face of agriculture in south Florida 
changes in response to economic factors. Although the overall purpose and vision of the large-scale 
restoration projects remains the same, this backdrop of shifting constraints (encompassing legal and 
economic issues as well as land use) provokes changes in the scope and timing of implementation of 
restoration corrective measures. Reductions in scope of one large-scale project may mean that another 
project takes up the slack, albeit at a slower pace and with modified features. The major concepts— 
restoring flow through removal of barriers, reducing nutrient inputs into the natural system, stopping the 
loss of water from the natural system (seepage control)—remain the same, while the official title and 
agency “home” of the project and/or its components and the associated engineering solutions are highly 
mutable through time. 
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Everglades National Park: 2015 State of Conservation 

The 2015 status of the corrective measures that track progress on engineered restoration features is 
provided in Table 3. The table includes the original benchmarks and corrective measures that were 
identified in 2006, the status of those measures in 2013, and the status as we move into 2015. By 
examining a particular corrective measure through time, the effects of shifting constraints as well as the 
changing nature of planned solutions is evident. Also included in the table is the “Park Need,” which 
describes in conceptual terms what is needed for restoration: protection of the built system (flood 
protection), delivery of water in consonance with rainfall patterns, nutrient reduction, removal of barriers 
to flow, and increase in water levels in the park. The Park Need provides an anchor for the corrective 
measure that allows tracking of the logical, ecosystem-based origin of a particular action through time and 
as the action (i.e., corrective measure) travels through various projects.  

A number of changes to the corrective measures occurred in 2013 and 2014, in both the 
implementation and the planning arenas. 

Implementation of Corrective Measures 

● Corrective Measure 1B (rainfall-driven water deliveries): The park continues to operate under the 
water control plan called the Everglades Restoration Transition Plan.  Incremental field testing to 
slightly increase water flows to NESRS is expected to begin in April 2015.  The final operational 
plan for the Modified Water Deliveries Project is not expected to be complete until 2019, and in 
its final form will fall well short of delivering the desired water targets to ENP. 

● Corrective Measure 1C (removal of barriers to flow): Construction of the Tamiami Trail 1-mile 
bridge and associated road-raising is complete, and water is flowing under the bridge. 

● Corrective Measure 1C (removal of barriers to flow): The Decompartmentalization physical 
model along the L–67 levees and canals is complete.  Testing outside ENP for the ecological 
effects of additional water volume and sheetflow began in late 2013 and will continue through 
2015.  

● Corrective Measure 2C (seepage control): Construction of the 2-mile-long rock-mining shallow 
seepage barrier pilot project just south of Tamiami Trail was completed in the spring of 2012. 
The shallow seepage barrier is intended not only to keep ENP seepage from affecting adjacent 
agriculture and urban locations, but to keep the water in the park for hydrologic restoration. The 
barrier needs to be shallow, to allow deeper water supply flows to Miami Dade to travel under it; 
thus, the total reduction in loss of water from ENP from this project is expected to be small.  

● Corrective Measure 4B (water to Florida Bay): Phase 1 (Western Project) of the C–111 Spreader 
Canal project was completed in spring of 2012 and began operating in July 2012.  In 2015, the 
South Florida Water Management District will report on an evaluation of the first 3 years of 
operation of this project. The schedule for additional phases of the project, to reach the full 
project scope as originally designed in the CERP, is dependent on Congressional authorization 
and as such, timing is uncertain.  

Planning Changes to Corrective Measures 

● Corrective Measure 1A (land acquisition): The NPS is moving forward with acquisition of the 
remaining six parcels of land in the East Everglades Acquisition Area.  Real estate interests that 
allow water to flow on these lands are expected to be acquired by the NPS by 2018; cures to 
protect infrastructure from increased water levels are not expected to be complete until 2021. 

● Corrective Measure 1B (rainfall-driven water deliveries): The Central Everglades Planning 
Project (CEPP) has been finalized and a Record of Decision was signed by the USACE in 
December 2014. The CEPP is an evolution of the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan.  
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Construction is not expected to begin before 2022. New targets and operational approaches from 
CEPP may encourage the redistribution of water into NESRS before that date.  

● Corrective Measure 1C (removal of barriers to flow): The next, more detailed phase of 
planning/design for the Tamiami Trail Next Steps (TTNS) project is underway as of October 
2012. Final design and permits for Phase 1 of this project (2.6 miles of a total of 5.5 additional 
miles of bridging, and associated road-raising) are nearly complete, a contract is expected to be in 
place by December of 2015, and construction is expected to be complete by 2019. 

● Corrective Measure 1C (removal of barriers to flow): Decompartmentalization and Sheetflow 
Enhancement features have been incorporated into the approved Final Environmental Impact 
Statement for the CEPP project.  However, at the time of this writing, the timeline for these 
features is delayed, with the first phase (L–29 levee removal) expected to occur by 2031, and the 
upstream features expected to occur beyond 2040. 

● Corrective Measure 2C (seepage control): Construction of the C–111 northern detention area, 
critical to the functioning of the MWD project, is delayed and currently expected to be complete 
by the end of 2017. 

● Corrective Measure 3 (water quality): The first phase of water quality treatment efforts (1992– 
2009) were not resulting in desired decreases in TP concentrations; therefore, the State of Florida 
agreed to a second phase. Construction on this second phase is proceeding as planned.  The Flow 
Equalization Basin (FEB) that will most directly affect the park will be constructed by 2016 and 
functioning at full compliance by 2021. These water quality treatment features will allow for 
changes to the distribution of the existing water that currently reaches the northern border of 
ENP, but will not allow for increasing the overall volume of water deliveries to the northern 
border of ENP. A third phase of water quality treatment will be constructed under CEPP, which 
calls for an additional FEB to assist in the treatment of the additional flows to the park anticipated 
under this new restoration project. 
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Everglades National Park: 2015 State of Conservation 

Table 3. Everglades National Park – History and Status of Corrective Measures 2015. 

Corrective Measure 
(Established 2006) 

Status of Corrective Measure 2013 Status of Corrective Measure 2015 

Threats 1 and 2: Alterations to the Natural Hydrologic Regime, and Adjacent Urban and Agricultural Growth. 

Park Need: Public ownership of lands in the East Everglades is a prerequisite to re-establishing water flows in Northeast Shark River Slough. 

1A: Complete East Everglades 

Expansion Area land acquisition 

(approximately 44,000 hectares 

(ha)). 

1A: Land acquisition is 99% complete though six of the largest parcels 

remain in private ownership, totaling 300 ha. Funds for acquisition 

remain in the NPS budget. An NPS decision on the pathway for 

acquisition of five of the six parcels is expected in 2013. 

NPS is preparing an Environmental Impact Statement for acquisition of 

the sixth and largest parcel (a utility corridor of approximately 134 ha). 

Estimated completion date is spring 2014. 

1A: Land acquisition is 99% complete, though six of the parcels remain in private ownership, 

totaling 300 ha. Real estate funding is available in the NPS budget. 

Limited water flow improvements in Northeast Shark River Slough will begin in April 2015, 

but full implementation requires both the acquisition of all private property and construction 

of flood protection cures for any remaining developed sites in the East Everglades. 

The NPS is currently acquiring real estate interests on two radio tower sites and three 

commercial airboat operations through a combination of fee simple acquisition and flowage 

easements (expected completion is in 2018). Planning for the flood protection cures is 

underway, but completion of design & construction is expected to extend into 2021, 

pending additional appropriations. 

The NPS has completed a draft Environmental Impact Statement for acquisition of the sixth 

and largest parcel (a utility corridor of approximately 134 ha). The Final EIS is expected in late 

2015, and a proposed land exchange will likely occur in 2016. 

Park Need: The inhabited area adjacent to the park, called the 8.5 Square Mile Area, must be protected from flooding in order to allow water flows into NESRS. 

1B: Complete flood mitigation 

features in the 8.5 Square Mile 

Area. 

1B: Construction of the flood mitigation features for the 8.5 Square 

Mile Area was completed in 2009. Monitoring data indicated that 

additional work was needed to achieve flood protection goals. A 

“connector canal” modification was designed in 2012 and construction 

will be completed in 2013. Completion of this project will remove one 

of the main barriers to increasing water levels in the L–29 canal. 

1B: The construction of the “connector canal” modification has been delayed but is 

estimated to be complete in May 2015.  This will remove one of the main barriers to 

increasing water levels in NESRS. 

Note that this project is also linked to Corrective Measure 4A: Full implementation of the 8.5 

Square Mile Area flood mitigation system depends on completion of the C-111 North 

Detention Area, which receives stormwater runoff from the 8.5 SMA system. 

Note that this project is also linked to Corrective Measure 2C: protection of the 8.5 Square 

Mile Area not only provides flood mitigation to residents, but also provides one of the 

numerous elements of seepage control along the eastern border of the park. 
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Table 3. Everglades National Park – History and Status of Corrective Measures 2015. Continued. 

Corrective Measure 
(Established 2006) 

Status of Corrective Measure 2013 Status of Corrective Measure 2015 

Park Need: A water control plan defining water operations that will improve rainfall-based water deliveries and promote increased sheetflow to ENP, while 
maintaining flood control and water supply requirements is necessary. 

1B: Complete the Water Control 

Plan (CSOP) for the Modified Water 

Deliveries (MWD) and C–111 South 

Dade Projects. 

This Corrective Measure is the same 

as Corrective Measure 2B. 

1B: Everglades Restoration Transition Plan operations have been 

implemented. A water operations field test is being designed and agreed 

upon between the U.S. Government and the State of Florida that should 

address water quality concerns associated with increases in flow to 

NESRS. This field test is expected in early 2013 and will last for 2 years. 

The CSOP and the COP plans have been eliminated from the MWD 

project, and future water control plans will be developed at the 

conclusion of the field test. Changes to water operations are likely to 

move forward very slowly and in small increments. Substantial change 

will occur only when raising and bridging the Tamiami Trail is complete 

as envisioned in the Central Everglades Planning Project (CEPP—a new 

element of the CERP) and the Tamiami Trail Next Steps (TTNS) project. 

Timeline for completion of these projects is >10 years from now. 

1B: Everglades Restoration Transition Plan (ERTP) went into effect in late 2012 and is sending 

more water southward from Water Conservation Area 3A into ENP and the South Dade 

Conveyance System. The new Combined Operational Plan will built on the ERTP and further 

modify the water management regime in Water Conservation Area 3A, ENP, and the South 

Dade Conveyance System. 

The planned incremental field testing to reintroduce larger flows into NESRS is expected to 

start in April 2015. The first phase involves a minor relaxation of a marsh operational 

constraint and turning on the S-356 seepage control pump station, but does not include 

raising water levels in the upstream L-29 canal. This first increment will last up to 2 years. The 

second incremental test would begin to raise L-29 canal stages, after all of the East Everglades 

real estate acquisitions are in place and the 8.5 SMA flood mitigation features are fully 

operational (corrective measures 1A and 1B above) . 

The Combined Operational Plan and its associated Environmental Impact Statement is a 

significant interagency planning process, and will include extensive hydrological and ecological 

modeling and assessments that will incorporate the results of the incremental field testing. 

Initial model development will begin in 2015, but the final EIS is not expected to be complete 

until 2019. 

When fully implemented, the Modified Water Deliveries project would fall well short of 

achieving the 550Kaf/year average annual water volume target for the Northeast Shark River 

Slough basin of ENP. The shortfall in achieving the water volume and flow distribution targets 

would be most limiting in wetter years.  

The analyses in the Combined Operational Plan will be useful to inform our future actions, but 

our assessment remains the same as in 2013: the limited changes to water management 

operations associated with the MWD and C-111 projects are likely to move restoration 

forward slowly and in small increments. 

The substantial flow improvements required to fully achieve the desired state of conservation 

will occur only when the CEPP and TTNS projects are complete (>20 years from now.) 

Therefore, our strategy is to push for maximizing ENP benefits via the MWD and C-111 

projects, while remaining fully engaged in the longer-term restoration initiatives. 
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Table 3. Everglades National Park – History and Status of Corrective Measures 2015. Continued. 

Corrective Measure 
(Established 2006) 

Status of Corrective Measure 2013 Status of Corrective Measure 2015 

Park Need: Removal of barriers to water flow within Water Conservation Area 3 (WCA 3) upstream of the park is needed to enhance sheetflow and marsh 
connectivity into NESRS. 

1C: Construct water conveyance 

structures on the L–67A, L–67C, 

and L–29 canals and levees. 

In 2006, both the MWD project, 

and the CERP WCA 3 

Decompartmentalization and 

Sheetflow Enhancement Project 

(Decomp) included projects to 

degrade levees and fill canals 

within WCA 3, north of the park. 

1C: The Decomp physical model along the L–67 levees and canals is 

under construction. Construction components are expected to be 

complete in early 2013, and data will be collected during 2013 and 

2014. The test is scheduled to conclude in 2014. 

Phase 1 of the Decomp project is incorporated into the CEPP, which is 

also examining changes to the L–67 levees and canals. The scope of 

alternatives ranges from small to large modifications to the L–67 

structures. Schedule for completion of conceptual planning for CEPP is 

the end of 2013. The CEPP project then moves forward to Congress for 

authorization and funding. Timeline for completion of this project is >10 

years from now. 

The CEPP plan to move water from WCA 3 to NESRS is needed in the 

same timeframe as required by the TTNS project. 

1C: The Decomp physical model construction features along the L–67 A and C levees and 

canals have been completed. The second year of field testing is underway, and the findings 

will inform us on the best approaches to removing the upstream sheetflow impediments.  

The Final EIS and Record of Decision for the CEPP was completed in late 2014, and is now 

awaiting Congressional authorization. This project includes removal of portions of the L-67C 

and L-29 levees, and additional water conveyance structures in the L-67A levee. 

Park Need: Removal of barriers to water flow along the Tamiami Trail is needed to enhance sheetflow and marsh connectivity into NESRS. Both bridges and 
modifications to the roadway are needed in order to raise water levels in the park while avoiding water damage to the road itself. 

1C: Tamiami Trail bridging and 

roadway modifications. 

1C: The 2008 Tamiami Trail 1-mile bridge and limited road-raising project 

will provide modest flow increases into NESRS and is now scheduled for 

completion in spring of 2014. 

An NPS project to design and construct 2.6 miles of additional bridging is 

underway as of October 2012. Planning and final design should be 

complete by June 2014 and, depending on the availability of funding, a 

design and build contract should be awarded by the end of 2014, with 

construction completed by 2018. 

Raising the remainder of the Tamiami Trail roadway is still required in 

order to restore more-natural water levels to NESRS without 

compromising the roadway. The funding and timing of this work is 

unknown at this time. 

1C: The 2008 Tamiami Trail 1-mile bridge and limited road-raising project is complete and 

providing modest flow improvements in NESRS. 

The TTNS phase 1 project with approx. 2.6 miles of additional bridging is underway and will be 

jointly funded by the Department of the Interior and the Florida Department of Transportation. 

The preliminary design and permitting process nearly complete, and the advertisement process 

is planned for March 2015. Award of a contract is expected in December 2015, and we expect 

construction to be complete by late 2019. 

The combination of the CEPP and TTNS phase 1 projects would remove a 2+ mile section of 

the L-29 Levee and the adjacent Tamiami Trail roadway, reconnecting the marshes in WCA-3B 

and NESRS. The timeline for CEPP removal of the L-29 Levee is 2031, and upstream 

conveyance features needed to route new water to this flow way is after 2040. 

Raising the remainder of the Tamiami Trail roadway is still required to fully implement the 

CEPP, and restore more natural water levels to NESRS without compromising the roadway. The 

funding and time line of this work is unknown at this time. 
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Table 3. Everglades National Park – History and Status of Corrective Measures 2015. Continued. 

Corrective Measure 
(Established 2006) 

Status of Corrective Measure 2013 Status of Corrective Measure 2015 

Park Need: Water in NESRS and Taylor Slough needs to be retained inside the park via seepage management features. This water should flow down the historic 
sloughs, increasing water depths and hydroperiods in the park. Currently, lowered water levels in urban and agricultural areas east of the park draw large amounts of 
water out of the park via seepage. 

2A: Complete C–111 land 

exchange between the South 

Florida Water Management District 

(SFWMD) and NPS. This is required 

to construct the C–111 detention 

areas. 

2A: The land exchange is complete and no additional real estate is 

required for completion of the C–111 detention area projects. 

2A: The land exchange is complete and no additional real estate is required for completion of 

the C–111 detention area projects. 

2B: See 1B. 

2C: Complete the construction of 

C–111 detention-area features 

from the 8.5 Square Mile Area 

south to the area known as the 

Frog Pond. These features include 

northern and southern 

components. The detention areas 

reduce seepage losses along the 

portions of the eastern ENP 

boundary. 

An existing pump station (S–356), 

constructed by the MWD project, 

is available for use to help retain 

water in NESRS. 

CERP included an ENP Seepage 

Management project that would 

add additional S–356 pump 

stations as well as a subsurface 

seepage barrier by 2015. 

2C: Operation of the C–111 southern detention-area components and 

their effects on park ecology are being assessed. 

Construction of the C–111 northern detention area is still delayed, 

scheduled for completion in 2017. 

The water operations field test described in 1B should address water 

quality concerns associated with increases in flow to NESRS. This test is 

expected in early 2013 and will last for 2 years. 

Construction of the rock-mining shallow seepage barrier pilot (2 miles) 

was completed in spring of 2012. The feature is being monitored for 

effectiveness, and depending on results, may lead to an additional 3–5 

miles of shallow seepage barrier in the near future. 

Additional seepage management to restore water levels in NESRS while 

maintaining flood protection is envisioned in the CEPP and would follow 

the schedule of design and implementation for that project. 

2C: An assessment of the operation of the C–111 south detention area components and their 

effects on park hydrology and ecology was published in a dedicated volume in the journal 

Wetlands in July 2013. The operation of the S-332B/C/D pump stations and their associated 

detention areas has demonstrated that they can reduce the over-drainage of the adjacent ENP 

marshes, and begin to restore more natural wetland habitats and aquatic communities in 

these areas. 

The S-356 pump station is expected to begin returning seepage water to ENP in mid 2015, as 

part of the first incremental field test. This incremental field test described in 1B should also 

allow us to better understand water quality concerns associated with S-356 pumping and 

increases in flow to NESRS. An expansion of the S-356 pump station that would double its 

pumping capacity is included in the CEPP, and the construction is scheduled to be complete in 

2026. 

A 2-mile shallow seepage barrier was successfully installed by the rockmining industry, as 

mitigation for increased seepage losses from the Everglades. An additional 3-mile shallow 

seepage barrier project is still in the planning phase. The total reduction in seepage from these 

barriers will be small, because we must allow deeper groundwater flows to the east to 

maintain public water supply and beneficial flows to Biscayne Bay. 

Construction of the C–111 northern detention area (Contract 8) has been delayed, and is now 

expected to be complete in 2017. This detention area will receive runoff from the 8.5 SMA 

features to the north, and create a nearly continuous seepage management system connecting 

NESRS and Taylor Slough. 
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Everglades National Park: 2015 State of Conservation 

Table 3. Everglades National Park – History and Status of Corrective Measures 2015. Continued. 

Corrective Measure 
(Established 2006) 

Status of Corrective Measure 2013 Status of Corrective Measure 2015 

Threat 3: Increased Nutrient Pollution from Upstream Agricultural Areas. 

Park Need: Water entering the park must be low in nutrients, with concentrations of phosphorus in surface water <10 parts per billion (ppb), as established by the 
State of Florida. Total phosphorus (TP) concentrations above this level lead to imbalances in flora and fauna. Water needs to be cleaned upstream of the park, via 
improvement of agricultural practices and the implementation of stormwater treatment areas (STAs). Reduction of nutrient loading will contribute to healthier 
freshwater Everglades wetlands, as well as a healthier estuary in Florida Bay. 

3A: Implement upstream water 

quality source controls or Best 

Management Practices (BMPs) and 

construct man-made wetlands or 

STAs to achieve the long-term TP 

limits for water flowing into Shark 

River Slough and the Taylor 

Slough/Coastal Basins. 

In 2008, a Federal Court found 

that delay in achieving the State of 

Florida Phosphorus Threshold Rule 

(<0.01 mg per liter for the 

Everglades) was a violation of the 

Clean Water Act. The court 

directed the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) to develop 

a plan for compliance for runoff 

from the Everglades Agricultural 

Area (EAA). 

In June 2012, the State of Florida and the EPA reached a consensus on 

additional remedies needed for improving water quality in America’s 

Everglades. They also agreed on a Water-Quality-Based Effluent Limit for 

STA discharges, to be enforced by permits that, if achieved, will ensure 

that park waters meet the 10 ppb target. The SFWMD will complete six 

projects that will create more than 2,630 ha of new STAs and 110,000 

acre-ft of additional water storage through construction of Flow 

Equalization Basins (FEBs). These FEBs are upstream water storage 

features intended to provide a more steady flow of water to the STAs 

downstream, helping to maintain desired water levels and flows needed 

to achieve optimal water quality treatment performance. It is possible 

that the FEBs also will have some TP removal ability within their 

footprints. 

The component of these remedies that affects park water quality most 

directly—an FEB—is scheduled to be constructed by 2016. All of the 

proposed remedies are scheduled to be completed by 2025. 

In order for CEPP to be implemented, an additional FEB (A-2) upstream 

of the park is needed to ensure that additional future inflows to the park 

meet the water quality targets. 

Construction on the State’s Restoration Strategies water quality components is proceeding as 

planned. The FEB that will most directly affect the park will be constructed by 2016, 

operational by 2018, and is expected to be in full compliance by 2021. 

All of the proposed Restoration Strategies remedies are scheduled to be completed by 2025. 

In order for CEPP to redirect water flows from Lake Okeechobee back to the Everglades, an 

additional FEB (A-2) is needed. The new storage reservoir will be located within the Everglades 

Agricultural Area, upstream of ENP. This new reservoir will retain wet season inflows, then 

release this water to the adjacent STAs, to ensure that the additional flows from Lake 

Okeechobee (new source) to the park meet the water quality targets. 
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Table 3. Everglades National Park – History and Status of Corrective Measures 2015. Continued. 

Corrective Measure 
(Established 2006) 

Status of Corrective Measure 2013 Status of Corrective Measure 2015 

Threat 4: Impacts to the Protection and Management of Florida Bay (Reduced Freshwater Inflows and Increased Nutrient Loadings). 

Park Need: Increasing natural freshwater flows from NESRS and Taylor Slough into the downstream estuaries will contribute to healthier and more diverse seagrass 
communities and increase fish and invertebrate productivity in Florida Bay. 

4A: Complete construction of the 

C–111 Detention Area features 

from the 8.5 Square Mile Area to 

the Frog Pond and implement 

CSOP operations. 

Implementing rainfall-driven 

pumping operations based on 

marsh water levels as envisioned in 

CSOP will reduce the likelihood of 

pumping nutrient enriched 

groundwater into ENP marshes. 

4A: The C–111 North Detention area is still not 

complete; it is scheduled for completion in 

2017. 

The CSOP and the COP plans have been 

eliminated from the MWD project, and future 

water control plans will be developed at the 

conclusion of the water operations field test 

described in 1B. Changes to water operations 

are likely to move forward very slowly and in 

small increments, with substantial change 

occurring only when raising and bridging the 

Tamiami Trail is complete as envisioned in the 

CEPP and TTNS projects (more than a decade). 

Rainfall-based pumping operations will be 

encouraged in the water control plan for ENP. 

4A: The C–111 North Detention area has not been constructed and is delayed, pending future Army Corps 

appropriations, and is planned for completion in 2017. 

Water deliveries to NESRS and TS will be improved via the incremental field tests and implementation of the Combined 

Operational Plan for the MWD and C-111 South Dade projects, associated with Corrective Measure 1B. The COP 

modeling and environmental assessments will inform us as to the potential benefits these projects will have on 

freshwater flows to Florida Bay. 

Based on our prior analyses, substantial improvements in freshwater flows to Florida Bay required to fully achieve the 

desired state of conservation will occur only when the CEPP and TTNS projects are complete (>20 years from now.) 

Therefore, our strategy is to push for maximizing ENP benefits via the MWD and C-111 projects, while remaining fully 

engaged in the longer-term restoration initiatives. 

4B: Complete the C–111 Spreader 

Canal and revised water 

management operations to include 

rainfall-driven operations. 

4B: Phase 1 Western Project of the C–111 

Spreader Canal project was completed in spring 

of 2012 and began operating in June 2012. The 

effects of this project on adjacent park wetlands 

and on Florida Bay are being monitored and will 

be evaluated after 3 years of monitoring (2015). 

Initial signals are positive. Rainfall-driven 

operational controls have not yet been 

implemented but will be incorporated into 

future water control plans. 

The remaining phases of the C–111 Spreader 

Canal project are not currently scheduled. 

4B: The SFWMD will be producing a report in 2015 to evaluate the first three years of operation of the C111SC 

Western Project Phase I. 

The remaining phases of the C–111 Spreader Canal project are not currently scheduled. 
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A SYNTHESIS OF THE STATUS OF CORRECTIVE MEASURES AND INDICATORS 
OF INTEGRITY 

Distinct progress has been made in the last two decades on a number of hydrologic and water quality 
corrective measures needed to address the threats to ENP and restore the desired State of Conservation. 
As part of the C–111 South Dade & C–111 Spreader Canal Western projects, a series of detention areas 
designed to maintain flood protection for agricultural lands to the east of the park border while retaining 
water inside the park were constructed from about 1995 to the present. These projects were intended to 
restore historic hydrologic conditions in the Taylor Slough, Rocky Glades, and eastern Panhandle areas of 
ENP, to protect the natural values of ENP, and to help restore freshwater flows to Florida Bay. A number 
of flood mitigation features (8.5 Square Mile Area levee system and pump station) and seepage 
management features (S–356 pump station) have been constructed via the MWD project in the same time 
period. A levee (L–67 extension) inside the park has been partially removed. Since 1992, the State of 
Florida implemented more than 18,200 ha of treatment wetlands, and these features, along with the 
implementation of BMPs within the agricultural sector, have assisted in reducing phosphorus loadings to 
the Everglades by more than 70%. 

More recently, the first steps toward removal of barriers to water flow, the Decompartmentalization 
Physical Model and the Tamiami Trail 1-mile bridge MWD project, have been completed at the time of 
this report. Additional bridging associated with the Tamiami Trail Next Steps project is expected to start 
within a year, and to be complete by 2019. Although we are still far from the desired state of conservation 
with respect to water deliveries, small incremental changes are expected to take place as a result of the 
initial MWD bridging and road raising completion, and the start-up of incremental field tests scheduled to 
take place in 2015. The shallow seepage barrier and completed elements of the C–111 South Dade and C– 
111 Spreader Canal projects are helping to retain needed water inside ENP; however, additional shallow 
seepage barriers as well as the C–111 North Detention Area remain to be completed in order to 
effectively reduce seepage from the park along its eastern border. Construction of needed water quality 
features is progressing under the State of Florida’s Restoration Strategies project, and we expect to see 
continued improvement in water quality reaching ENP in the next decade. The CEPP was finalized by the 
USACE, and now must go before Congress for authorization and subsequent requests for appropriations.   
Land acquisition by the NPS is progressing, with an acquisition strategy in place and a timeline for 
completion of all real estate interests by 2019, and needed flood protection cures by 2021. 

These are significant advances. As each of the above restoration elements is completed over the next 
6 to 8 years, the park moves one step closer to being able to deliver more clean water to Shark River 
Slough. However, until the water flow into the park actually increases, and more flow is redirected into 
NESRS, the ecological indicators of integrity will continue to be at risk. The physical changes (hydrology 
and water quality) need to come first, and the ecological benefits are expected to follow. 

The status of the indicators of ecological integrity at this time continues to be a good reflection of the 
status of the corrective measures. For example, although the Tamiami Trail 1–mile bridge is complete, 
2013–2014 field measurements still reflected that the vast majority of water coming across the northern 
border of ENP is through the western sector, and not the desired eastern sector of the Trail. Water levels 
in NESRS are still below the target. A new indicator, describing fire regime in ENP, is under 
development.  

Total phosphorus (TP) entering Shark River Slough has decreased (i.e., a positive result) since the 
mid-1980s, and this is largely due to the implementation of upstream BMPs and the construction of 
treatment wetlands since the mid-1990s. The latest data indicate that this trend is continuing. There is still 
a need for concern and additional water quality features are still needed if water volume is to be increased 
to the park. Periphyton communities in the park, especially those observed in NESRS, showed elevated 
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tissue phosphorus (see page 12), indicating a need for concern regarding water quality.  Because some 
elements of periphyton monitoring have been discontinued since 2012 (due to decreased funding in all 
agencies), there is increased uncertainty in the status of this indicator. 

Freshwater fish and macroinvertebrates, especially in NESRS, are far from the Desired State of 
Conservation, with numbers still lower than expected and drought-tolerant species making up a large 
proportion of the small fish community. During the last 2 years, Shark River Slough freshwater fish 
conditions have remained below the target but have not declined, but Taylor Slough data indicate a 
worsening condition. Measures of the health of the American alligator population during 2013 and 2014 
indicate that improvement is still needed in habitat conditions. Although nesting effort has increased since 
1985 (i.e., more nests are being built), the success rate of nests continues to be erratic due to extreme 
hydrologic variation (both naturally induced and managed), and alligator abundance in the park has 
recently decreased. Measures of the status of wading birds in the last 2 years continue the previous trends 
and provide a mixed picture. Abundance counts in the park show an increasing trend in the last several 
decades, and conditions appear to be good for species such as the white ibis. However, wood storks are 
still initiating nesting too late in the season, resulting in erratic nest success due to natural and managed 
hydrologic variation, and the proportion of wood stork and white ibis nests is still far from the desired 
condition. 

The status of integrity indicators for the coastal zone and Florida Bay also indicate that corrective 
measures must continue to be implemented in order to reach the Desired State of Conservation. Mean 
salinities in Florida Bay are still higher than those that support desired estuarine conditions, and no 
discernible trend toward desired conditions was found over the last 12 years. Measures of the potential for 
algal blooms show a slight improvement:  sampling for this indicator is limited but hopefully can be 
increased in future. Measures of seagrass abundance and diversity indicate that some recovery has 
occurred since the die-offs in the mid-1980s and that trends have continued to improve in the northeast 
zone in 2013 and 2014. However, the abundance and diversity of seagrasses over most of Florida Bay are 
still at less-than-desired conditions. Sport fish abundance, as measured by fishermen’s catch, is good and 
has remained relatively stable for the last several years, and the snook population, which suffered due to 
an extended cold spell in the winter of 2010, appears to be recovering.  Data collection on juvenile pink 
shrimp ceased in 2012: these animals are very sensitive to estuarine salinities, and until data collected 
ceased, were showing poor conditions with a negative trend. The American crocodile trends are similar to 
those in the 2013 SOC report: this species is increasing in total population and reproductive effort is 
improving, while the measure most closely related to upstream hydrologic conditions—hatchling growth 
and survival—is still lower in ENP than in nursery sites adjacent to the park. An indicator for roseate 
spoonbills was added to our list in 2015: in the last 2 years these birds have continued a declining trend 
that began in the mid-1980s. 

Measures of invasive exotic species continue to indicate severe problems. ENP programs to control 
and reduce the presence of invasive exotic plant species are limited to only two of the four problem 
species due to funding limitations, and trends in Brazilian pepper and Old World Climbing Fern appear to 
be worsening. For exotic freshwater fish, no new species have invaded the park since 2010, a striking 
change from the previous decade. However, those species in the park continue to spread and to become 
more abundant:  no measures of control are known that can eliminate exotic fish but are protective of 
native species. Measures of herpetofaunal invasion continue to be uniformly negative, with Argentine 
tegus encroaching along the park border during 2013 and 2014. The Burmese python invasion continues 
to grow as we learn more about the devastating effect of these apex predators on Everglades mammals 
and other native fauna. The first invasion of a top marine predator, the lionfish, was recorded in ENP 
during the last 6 years: this species is now seen frequently on reefs adjacent to the park and continues to 
be collected in Florida Bay. The park still has no new programs to deal with this emerging issue of exotic 
fish and wildlife (either freshwater or marine); however, a working group of the South Florida Ecosystem 
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Restoration Task Force completed an Exotic Invasive Species Action Framework in 2014, and is pursuing 
the means to address the problem. 

Status as of 2015: Suitability of Timeframe for the Implementation of Corrective 
Measures 

A great part of the challenge in implementing these corrective measures is in making sure that objectives 
for restoration originating two decades ago are not lost in the extended planning, authorization, and 
funding process. When the park was placed on the list of World Heritage Sites in Danger in 1993, the 
MWD and C–111 South Dade flow restoration projects and the Everglades Construction Project water 
quality improvements were just being designed and authorized. Two decades later, the MWD and C–111 
South Dade project construction components are currently scheduled to be completed by about 2017. 
Similarly, the Everglades Construction Project features were fully operational by 2012, including a 
substantial expansion of the treatment area footprint. However, the completion of these structural features 
does not by itself guarantee the delivery of additional clean freshwater to the historical flow-way of ENP. 

For example, the Army Corps 1992 design document for the Modified Water Deliveries project 
focused on restoring the timing, location, and volumes of water flows to ENP. The objective of restoring 
the timing of water flows to be in consonance with meteorological conditions will need to be addressed 
through improvements to the rainfall-driven water delivery plan for Shark River Slough (or part of the 
revised Water Control Plan to be completed by 2019). The objective of restoring flow through WCA 3B 
and into Northeast Shark Slough as a functioning component of the Everglades hydrologic system was 
not implemented as envisioned due to funding constraints. This flow connection through WCA 3B has 
been incorporated into the CEPP, a project whose implementation is several decades into the future.  
Similarly, the flow volume targets for the MWD project were lowered with the modifications to the 
Tamiami Trail component, and now the flow volume increases needed to achieve the target would be 
linked to the CEPP implementation.  

If restoration project components are implemented according to the current plans as of 2015, we 
should expect to receive small but positive changes to the distribution and quantity of water in NESRS 
within the next 6 to 8 years. The timeline for the next increment of bridging (TTNS Phase 1) has been 
accelerated compared to what we reported in the SOC 2013 report. The timeline for implementation of 
water quality features is proceeding as planned, with completion of an element important to ENP also 
occurring within the next 6 years. Incremental operational changes during this time period should help to 
provoke measureable positive changes in the ecological indicators. The timeline for substantial water 
operations changes, however, is delayed, as the CEPP is still decades from completion. At the time of this 
writing, with our knowledge of the expected physical and water quality changes over the next 6 to 8 
years, the expected changes in the coming decade will not be commensurate with the original corrective 
measures established in 2006. Those changes will await the construction of the CEPP, Tamiami Trail 
Next Steps, and Restoration Strategies projects and will likely not occur for several decades.  

To address the question of suitability of these current timelines for hydrologic restoration, the 
assessment of indicator status and trend presented here is pertinent, as is the most recent report from the 
National Research Council (NRC) of the National Academies (National Research Council 2012). The 
Council stated that “substantial near-term [emphasis in original] progress to address both water quality 
and hydrology in the central Everglades is needed to prevent further declines.” Therefore, what we might 
expect from the small incremental changes currently planned for the next decade is the potential slowing 
of negative trends or potential stabilizing of some indicators.    
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REQUESTED BY THE WORLD HERITAGE 
COMMITTEE 

The ENP General Management Plan in 2015 

It is noteworthy that the corrective measures originally identified by the World Heritage Committee and 
NPS in 2006 are almost exclusively associated with ecosystem restoration projects implemented outside 
of park boundaries and have overarching effects on the hydrology and water quality of ENP. During the 
ENP General Management Plan (GMP) development process, managers deliberately chose not to address 
ecosystem restoration issues in detail and instead focused primarily on management of lands and 
resources inside park boundaries. Nonetheless, these two efforts necessarily connect in several places: 
primarily in the statements of desired conditions in the GMP (these are broader than and consistent with 
the Desired State of Conservation statements in the current report), but also in broad statements within the 
GMP that commit NPS to continued work with stakeholders and to strengthening of partnerships for 
management of ENP as a critical component of the south Florida ecosystem. 

The intent of the GMP is to manage park lands, visitor services, and visitor activities in such a way 
that the desired conditions for ENP resources and visitor experiences are attained and maintained. A suite 
of management alternatives is presented in the plan for consideration. At the time of this writing, the ENP 
Draft GMP has undergone an extensive, multi-year process of public review and comment. The Final 
GMP was expected to be complete by this time; however, it was delayed for about a year, and is expected 
to be complete in 2015. 

The GMP focused on several major planning issues and concerns that were identified early in the 
process, including management of the lands encompassing NESRS (called the East Everglades Addition), 
wilderness assessment and management, visitor use (boating, visitor facilities, and user capacity), park 
stewardship, and climate change. The GMP includes several important statements that connect internal 
park management with the elements of external threat that are described in this report and that are being 
addressed through the evolution of the corrective measures originally established in 2006. Several of 
these statements follow: 

Marine, estuarine, freshwater, and terrestrial habitats are managed from an ecosystem 
perspective, considering both internal and external factors affecting visitor use, 
environmental quality, and resource stewardship. 

… NPS managers adapt management strategies to changing ecological and social 
conditions and are partners in regional land planning and management….The resources 
and processes of the national park retain a significant degree of ecological integrity. 
Management decisions about natural resources are based on scholarly and scientific 
information and on the national park’s significant resources….Human impacts on 
resources are monitored and harmful effects are minimized, mitigated, or eliminated. 

Hydrologic conditions within Everglades National Park and the south Florida ecosystem 
are characteristic of the natural ecosystem prior to European American intervention, 
including water quality, quantity, distribution, and timing. Water levels and timing of 
water deliveries reflect quantities resulting from natural rainfall and are distributed 
according to pre-engineered drainage patterns. Water is free of introduced agricultural 
nutrients and urban-related pollutants. 

….natural processes…enhance and maintain native plant communities. Communities 
[are] representative of an ecologically functioning subtropical wetland system. Natural 
wildlife populations and systems are understood and perpetuated…. Naturally 
functioning and healthy fisheries are maintained as an important component of the 
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ecology of Florida Bay and other waters in the park. …populations of invasive nonnative 
fish and wildlife species [are managed] wherever such species threaten park resources or 
public health and when control is prudent and feasible. 

Based on the expected GMP approval in 2015, the establishment of the ENP Advisory Committee 
and actions to educate park users could begin to take place by 2016. The process to determine pole and 
troll zones has already begun with the implementation of a pilot project in 2011. The pilot project is being 
evaluated in 2015, and those results together with the participation of the Advisory Committee will help 
to identify the strategy for establishing and managing additional pole and troll zones. Therefore, a number 
of constructive actions under the GMP are likely to be implemented prior to complete implementation of 
the corrective measures. 

Significant Recent Issues:  Invasive Exotic Species and Climate Change 

Two major conservation issues that were not contemplated at the time the 2006 corrective measures were 
established are invasive exotic species and climate change. ENP is engaging in actions to address these 
threats to site integrity, and is coordinating closely with the South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Task 
Force effort, although immediate actions and funding are needed to address the invasive species that we 
currently know about.  

Regarding climate change, the ENP General Management Plan speaks to this issue in a broad way 
and provides guidance for park management in several aspects. First, the GMP states that the 
vulnerability of the Everglades area to sea-level rise is moderate to high, based on the U.S. Geological 
Survey Coastal Vulnerability Index. With this in mind, the GMP outlines several strategies for the park to 
use in addressing the anticipated effect of climate change on park resources. Research to identify natural 
resources at risk from climate change, formation of partnerships with other management entities to 
maintain regional habitat connectivity, restoration of key ecosystem features to increase ecosystem 
resilience, and minimization of the impacts of other stressors on park resources are all important aspects 
of the overall ENP strategy to address climate change and sea-level rise impacts to park natural resources. 
ENP has recently added several studies to our suite of climate change projects to assess the potential 
impact of sea-level rise on the ecotone between the marine and freshwater landscapes. ENP also continues 
to work to reduce the impact of man-made features near the coast:  currently the park is completing an 
Environmental Assessment to examine the potential for a second phase project that would plug and repair 
canals on Cape Sable, in the farthest southwestern coast of the park. The park is poised to undertake 
comprehensive climate-change planning as soon as the GMP is approved. Wayside exhibits are being 
developed to illustrate the risk sea-level rise poses to park resources and to open a conversation with 
visitors regarding climate change.  

SUMMARY 

The corrective actions currently in progress—particularly the work to raise and bridge the Tamiami Trail, 
the work to provide seepage control along the eastern border of ENP, the work to improve water quality, 
and small incremental changes to water operations—are intended to provide the conditions for 
improvement to the indicators of ecological integrity in ENP. These actions are expected to be complete 
in the next 6 to 8 years, and along with the additional protections to be implemented after approval of the 
GMP in 2015—establishment of an Advisory Body, additional wilderness designation, 
management/zoning of visitor activity (especially in Florida Bay), and outreach—should provide the 
physical and water quality conditions to potentially slow down long-term negative trends in Everglades 
ecological indicators. Additional critical steps, such as the decompartmentalization features of the CEPP, 
and the ability to bring substantial quantities of additional clean water south to ENP, are still many years 
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in the future. During the next 6–8 years, ENP intends to continue to focus its efforts on completion of the 
TTNS Phase 1, seepage control, and water operations, and will continue to encourage the State of Florida 
to progress on water quality features. These changes should allow for some improvement in ENP 
outstanding universal values, with additional improvements expected in future decades. 
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